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[Received 11th April, 1868.]

One of the greatest lexicographical undertakings which so eminently

distinguish our present time, is Lane's Arabic Dictionary. The Arabic

student who hitherto had at nearly every step to supply or correct

his meagre vocabularies, finds in it all he can desire. Tlie learned

natives of India who had looked upon Firiizabadi as insurpassable, are

astonished to hear of a Madd i Qamus. England may indeed be

proud of a work which marks an epoch in the history of Arabic

learning in Europe.

We trust that the standard which Lane's Dictionary has created,

will soon be followed by a compiler of a Persian Dictionary. Tliere

exists no reliable Persian Dictionary. Nothing worth the name has

been done for Persian lexicography since the days of Castelli and

Meninski. Tliis is a matter of surprise, as there are most excellent

sources from which a good Persian dictionary could be compiled.

The deficiency of all existing dictionaries lies in this, that the compilers,

ue and all, have used secondary or tertiary sources, instead of having

recourse, as Lane did, to original and carefully selected native works.

The sources for compiling a reliable Persian dictionary are the

lexicographical woiks written by Indians. In India, as in Tiiran,
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Persian has been a subject of study and the medium of education.

The vahie of the Indian dictionaries is fully acknowledged by the

Persians themselves. Suriiri's Majma'ulfurs is indeed the only dic-

tionary written by a Persian, which a compiler will have to consult

;

and even this book is half Indian. The number of Trani lexicographista

is small. Tlie better dictionaries written before A. D. 1400 are

mostly of Tiii-dnian origin. The very first Persian dictionary was

written at Soghd. With 1400 the period of the Indian dictionaries

commences. Each is an improvement upon the preceding ; in each

we find the number of words and quotations steadily increasing, till

we sec them culminating in the Farhang i Jahangiri, which brought

the old Turtini and Trani dictionaries into oblivion. The practical voca-

Z*iJ«7i^,\clntitled Burlian i Qati', which has been acknowledged to be the

i^s^j^ cU.^ ^^iy jxLj.

closes the first period, the period of gathering, A. D. 1400 to 1652.

With Rashidi commences the second epoch of the Indian dictionaries,

the period of criticism. The two dictionaries of this period, though

not yet used by European compilers, must be the basis of a critical

dictionary of the Persian language. Eashidi's Farhang—let compilers

like obedient murids follow this murshid !—is a critical work on all

Indian dictionaries up to the Farhang i Jahangiri, whilst the Sirdj

ullughdt by Khan Arzii is the indispensable Vade Mecum for those

Avho use the Burhan. The Siraj is at the same time the last dictionary

of note for the classical Persian. Towards the end of the past century

at last, when sufficient time had elapsed since the death of Kalim, the

last poet of the silver age of Persian literature, there appeared the

Muctalahat ushshu'ara and the stupendous Bahar i 'Ajam, two works

written by Hindoos on the Isti'mal i Mutaakhkharin or usage of

the writers after Jami, the last, though not the least, of the classics.

The dictionaries of the present age, with the exception of the Ghias

uUughat, deserve no notice. The Shamsullughdt compiled imder the

direction of a gentleman whose family is known in Calcutta for

their liberality, and the Iluft Qulzum of Lucknow are too full of typo-

graphical errors, to render their use desirable.

We may notice that nearly every province of India can point to a

lexicographist. Bengal is represented by the quaint Farhang i

Ibrahimi ; Bahar by the Kashf; the Dokkhan by the Burhan; the
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North-West by the Adat, "primum in Indis," the Mnayyid and the

Siraj ; Sirhind by the Madar ; the Punjab by the Farhang i Jahangiri

and the Muptalahat ushshu'ara ; Sind by Eashidi. Again, four diction-

aries are dedicated to princes, and one bears Akbar's stamp.

When we compare the lexicography of the Arabs with that of the

Persians, we find some remarkable differences. The Arabs have left

us not only more, but they have also shewn a greater interest than

the Persians for their ancient literature. Their dictionaries delight in

quotations from the ancients. Persian dictionaries on the other hand

abound in ancient words, for which there are no proofs, and for which

it is now-a-days impossible to find proofs. This absence of proofs has

caused varieties of spellings and meanings which are most perplexing.

Many words are hopelessly doubtful. To distinguish such words in

some way or other, is the first duty of a future compiler.

Another difference is this that in Persian dictionaries the language

of the prose is not represented. All quotations are verses. Con-

structions of verbs with different prepositions are rarely, if ever, to be

met with
;
phrases are never entered, unless they be poetical meta-

phors. Native lexicographists having thus neglected the Persian

prose, modern compilers have still a field left for independent

research.

II.

The sources which are absolutely required for the compilation of a

reliahle dictionary of the Persian language, are the following ten

—

written A. D. 1419.

written after A. D. 1428 and before

1445.

written A. D. 1519.

written A. D. 1593.

written A. D. 1608.

second edition, written A. D. 1629.

written A. D. 1653.

written A. D. 1735.

written between A. D. 1739 & 1768.

written A. D. 1826.

I subjoin here a list of abbreviations referring to other lexicogra-

phical workS; &c., mentioned below.

1. Ad. 4l^J| 'i\^'\^

2. Sh. AxjUi^,

3 .Mu.

4. Ma. cUlii/l j\^^

5. FJ. LSj^^^^ ^iiy

,

6. Sur. iJJX;^ Lrj^\ e*^j
7. R. iJ'^^J u^iAy5,

8.

9.

.0.

Sir.

Bh.

Gh.
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B. ^J=15 olA^, written A. D. 1652.

F. LSjy^ '•^J, written A. D. 1742.

SHL. olii^ljjM^, printed A. D. 1806.

UK. (t>^*
cuAA, printed A. D. 1822.

V. VuUers' Lexicon Persico-Latinura, Bonn 1855.

A. A. isy^\ <iH^f, by the author in the Bibliotheca Indica.

The Biirhan ought not to be used by future compilers except as a

guide for the arrangement of the words.

The sources used by the authors of the ten works which I consider

absohitely necessary for the compilation of a reliable dictionary of the

Persian language, are mostly forgotten. Many of them perhaps

no longer exist ; others are only to be found in the libraries of Europe.

The abbreviations in the following alphabetical list of the sources of

the ten shew by whom they were used.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

t5^J^I (^i^^i/l j^Aoix} ^

FJ.,

Ad.,

Sur.

FJ., Sur.

iS)JiUjo aJDi

FJ. This appears to be another

dictionary than No. 28.

Sh., Mu., Ma., FJ., Sur. Vide

below.

FJ.

FJ. Vide 10.

Sir., Bh., Gh.

Gh. Vide below.

FJ., Sur.

Sur., and Ma. who mentions it

as^^j^ U/o^.J^Tji. ThcMa. calls

it (^ji^iS^ ij^^i\ «x^ . hence

it may be the same as No. 6.

11- c53^'^c53^^V>^^^^^ ^^^"^y, FJ.,Sur.who found in someMSS.

iSj^"^' instead of isj^^

10.

12.

13.

LSy.^^^'^J, Sur., R., B., Sir, Gh. Vide

*^J!*>A Al^:

below.

Gh. Vide below
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14. ^JfT"^ J^3J^^^<-^y,
15. ^\J^ ^4^ ^'^^y,

16 ijH--^ <S'^s^y,

17. JUli^l jjX^^ i-^A^i,

18. ^^Jf jj^d J^y,
19. ^^-^1 *-'^; ^-^^j

20. ci'^^-A *-^^j

21. j^-^l k^ ^4:^ Lj^LJj c^xA/

22. ^yUU ^^y,
23. " oUi'l ^(^,
24. (yL»jJL« i/e^ ^^^j
25. ^JjJ e^^li er?^-i^ ciH iS^^'^ ^J^y

is3J>y i£i.JL»J| /UaJ A^L^ fl-*^ «'^L5.^i>*''l

o^t o.*.^ ^jj cu^jj^ij j[yi> lJIj c;f ^

26. ti'j^'^^ y '-^^ oliJ^^I lUI^ v^

FJ., Sur.

FJ.

FJ.

Ad., Mu., FJ.

FJ.

Ad., FJ.

Sir., Bli.,Gli. Vide below.

Sli., Mu., Ma. who men-

tions it as e^-jt^'S'^.^/o v^Jlj

FJ.,Sur. My MSS.oftlie

Ma. have ^^s:^.^J^jy^iL^
|

R.

Gh. Vide below.

B., Gh.

FJ.

&j^>j t50^ b ^^-^
l!5^^*^ ^^ Sur.

27. ^^il^jjJt ^ycU^/|Jj <_^L« ^_^, Sur.

28. t-ftjjiG i^y^^^ t>*^| d-cUi^ u.^^^

Jv^ c^y c^b'-^>
Mu.,Ma., FJ., Sur. Vide

below.

29. J.iU ?5^|J^ c^y, FJ.

30. L5ji«j|*-Ji^-'i '^•^^^•h^ u^^y, FJ. This is the Kashf-

ullughat ; vide below.

31. ^y^^^^^^A^^;^, FJ.

32. l^jl^'^\ L^Jj--^ LijjiwOJ AJJ^^|| ^U:'^, B.

33. ^5*^ ^^Vj FJ.

34. j^Uciiv, FJ.

35. ^^JU <-^A^J, FJ. Perhaps also Ma.,

who quotes a dictionary

called in my MSS.

36. «-JLs:-*' J>iJty FJ.
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37. J c^ J^ <-^>, Ma., FJ.

38. oliJJl <lUi, Vide below.

39. ^h *Ua-e eflALflj oUJLJi (^j^i, Gh.

40. c5-*»j^ J c^^r^ *^L^ ^^Vj Ad., FJ.

41.
"

"^^ j^^U; ^j^iy , FJ.

42. ^^JLkJr<uij; ^^*, Mu., Ma., FJ.

43. c>Uj^| ijjJi <J^y, Ma., FJ.

44. olii^t OJUJ c.^iV, Gh. Vide below.

'-, 45. «W j_5.*j}5C;^ i-^^! e^ ''^' «-^ v-^j^

^
46.

" \y^\ cjLJ .-^^V, Ad., Sh., Mu., Ma., FJ.,

s^ Sur.

f^ 47. (^^"^^ e>t^^ oUJ v-^i, FJ.

48.
" A^HjokU* oU^ v^j^*, FJ.

49. v^Jtir^ CMT^-^' t*^j Vide below. R., B., Sir.,

Gh.

50. ^^ c>l*J^I t*-sr^, Vide below.

51. (dijL*^ ^ lU&J'i^I cutiJJl c.^^^, Gh.

52. ^^-iJ' <jJ '^••^^^ <-^^^ FJ.

54. ^o^Lajji^ lijJij e^'^l^-^-it-^j FJ., Sur.

55. ^^i::^^ ^A^", FJ.

56. eHt«^ ^L^ i^'o ^y /^\y.\ \j^^ d^y,
^I^Aaoi FJ., Sur. who calls it

\^y^ k^^^ to distin-

guish it from No. 28.

57. \y^\ ob^'^ J^J, Bh., Gh. Vide below.

58. (^^jjJlSaJi ^/A5| ^iwJLJ ^JU.:^ jljJtAj c^J^,

cjy^'o-^,
"

^ ^

FJ., Sur.

59.
" ^t>jafc-«j^|ti^j| G^^t.^iA^, FJ. This is the Madar

;

vide below.

60. 4p!/ir^>ir«^ u^^, FJ.

(51. jjt'^ L5.>i>^ ^'-^ «^jLx/o liil^ ^xA^

u-'>*>^; ^^^-j Sh., Ma., FJ.

62. cT^^ sS'^y, Sir.

03. ^Uif| "i^^ u.^iA^, Ma., FJ., Sur. Vide

below.
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64. <^Jji>-i\ *>JV ^V> Sh., Mu., Ma., FJ.

65. oIaa^I v^^ <^^y, Ma., FJ., Gli.

The last work is written by Muhammed Badruddin, better known

as Abii Nacr i Farabi, of Farah, a town in Sijistan. The book

whieh has often been printed in India, is an ancient vocabulary in

rhyme, and is used in nearly every school in India. There exist

several commentaries to it, by ^j^^^^, o^^ fi'^^ Ci^-^
*i*ac^ who lived at

the time of Akbar, ^l/o ^^J <-^^, and L5.lr* C^^'
The above list of Persian Dictionaries does not give the names of

the ij;jXs^^ c_^iA^' and the \j*-^\ o^J^ u^iAyi^ two dictionaries

often quoted by the Madar ; but I suspect they are mentioned above

under a different name.

III.

After having specified the sources of the ten most valuable diction-

aries, I add a few notes on several of them. The notes are necessarily

short, as the subject matter of a dictionary is almost entirely indepen-

dent of the character and mind of the compiler. I trust, however, that

the remarks will be of some value, as they are the result of six years'

lexicographical studies. With the exception of Suriiri's Majma'ulfurs

the notes refer to Indian works.

1. iUAJ) Hu^f.

This Dictionary is compiled by .>*s^ j^^j <:A=>- (^LJ* of Delhi. The

author adds to his name the words JtjjlA^ij o_j^y«-J|. The dictionary

was written in A. H. 822, or A. D. 1419, more than twenty years

after the sack of Delhi by Taimur. The book is rather a vocabulary

than a dictionary ; the first part contains Persian words, and the

second Persian phrases. The words are arranged according to the

first, second, and last letters. No examples are given. For ancient

Persian words, especially for such for which there are no proofs, the

Adat is of some importance. Otherwise the value of the book is

rather historical. MSS. are rare.

The name of the author is ,^jj^^ fly* (^^]y.\ ; hence his dictionary

is sometimes called ,^^5^1^ I ^^y>. Ho was a disciple of the famous

saint Sharafuddiu Ahmad of Munair, a town in Bahar, to whose honor

the compiler called his work Sharafndmah. He says in the preface

(metre Mutaqaiib)

—
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" The Sliarafn^mali of Ahmad i Munyari is a dress of lionor, filled

" with the pearls of the Dari-Persian." Hence the dictionary is best

known under the name of Sharaftidmali i Ibrdhtmi. It must not be

confounded with the Farhang i Mirza Ibrahim, a later dictionary

used by the authors of the FJ. and Sur.

The birthplace of Ibrahim is unknown. It is however clear that

he was an Indian ;
for like the ^dat he gives many Hindee equivalents,

and mentions Indian pronunciations of Persian words. He lived some

time in Persia, and has thus been able to add words and meanings

which he heard from natives. He names several times a Shaikh Waliidi

of Shirdz, and an Amir Shihabuddin Hakim, of Kirman, whose remarks

he enters. Thus

The dictionary must have been written during the time of Barbak,

who reigned in Bengal from A. D. 1428 to 1445, as it ends with the

following verses (metre Kamal)

—

The work consists of a short treatise on Persian and Turkish

terminations, a large number of Persian words and phrases, interspersed

with a few Arabic nouns and infinitives, and a collection of Chagatai

words. The latter are given separately at the end of each fagl of

Persian words, which arrangement has been followed in the next

dictionary and the Madar.

In using the dictionary we have to look to the first, last, and second

letters of the words. Examples of verses are frequent. The MS. of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 1332,—by no means a good one—has an

appendix containing the Turkish numerals, and a list of Persian metres.

As a peculiarity of this dictionary, we have to mention that the com-

piler, though an Indian, follows in the arrangement of the words the

rule of Jl^ and Jli. From the time of the introduction of the Arabic

characters up to the time of the poet Jami, the last of the classics, the

Irani Persian writers used the letter Ju dzaliov Jb dal, after a long

a, i, u (*>^ ^Jir^)} as ':>y, for ^y lud ; and 2. after every consonant, (^,
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J, f excepted, provided that consonant has a vowel, i, e., alter the

\Sys:^^ ^2=^ *-iir=^5 ^s t>.ijj-ii.J, jjJOj 3.J.X5
5 but never after diphthong's, as

ill 5JAX)
; nor after consonants with the jazm ( ^1*^ f^^^^ "-i?/^ )?

as in Osi^, dj^^ cfec. This interchange between Jti and Jld was never

extended to Arabic words. Beside the Sharafnamah, Siiriiri's Majma'-

ulfurs is the only dictionary in Avhich the rule has been adhered to in

the arrangement of the words.

The dictionary itself deserves the attention of future compilers, as

it has not been sufficiently used. The author is very exact ; in his

explanations he pays particular attention to legendary names, especially

those of the Shahnamah, and to plants and their medical properties.

MSS. are rare.

St*

This dictionary was compiled A. H. 925, or A. D. 1519, by Shaikh

Muhammad ibn i Shaikh Lad ( 5^ ) of D^lhi. His object was to

complete the Sharafnamah through the addition of words and phrases

from the Qunyat uttalibin. Hence his dictionary is more voluminous.

Every facl is tripartite ;
first come the Arabic, then the Persian, and

lastly the Turkish words. The appendix to the dictionary contains

the Arabic, Persian and Turkish numerals, and a small Persian

grammar. Examples of verses occur but rarely.

The arrangement is the same as in the Sharafnamah. Nothing is

known of the author himself. From a remark in the preface we know

that he had two children. The reigning king receives no praise ; nor

was Ibrahim Lodhi a fit subject for an encomium.

MSS. of this dictionary are numerous.

This dictionary was compiled by 'Abdurrahim ibn i Ahmad Stir of

Bahar. It contains the words of the Sharafnamah and the Muayyid,

and many Arabic words from the Curah. The MSS. are numerous.

There exists also a rare -lit^giaphcd edition of 1264 pp. 4to., which

appeared at Calcutta several decads ago. The following extract is

taken from the preface

—

" Should any one doubt the correctness of a Persian word in my
" Dictionary, let him look into the Sharafnamah, the dictionary of my
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" revered teacher Shaikh Mnhanimad hid—May God have mercy on

" him !—the Dastur, the Dictionary hy Qazi Nacir uddin Gunbndzi,

" the Qunyat uttalibin, tlie Dictionary hy Fakhr-i-Qaww6s, the Dic-

" tionary by 'All Beg Be, the Dictionary by Amir Shihdbuddin of

" Kirmdn, the Q.iiiyah-i-Kish, the Lisdn nshshu'ara, the lylilah

" uslishu'ara, the Jami' iipyanayi*, and the Dictionary by Shaikh

*' Muhammad Khaghii ( isy^ )."

The date of the compihation is not known ; the work must have,

however, been completed about the middle of the sixteenth century,

as the author know Shaikh Muhammad Lad, the compiler of the

Muayyid (A. D. 1519). He also alludes to the Shaikh under aJ^ (^J,

This dictionary gives no examples. The Kashf is of impoi'tance for

those who cannot procure copies of the Sharafnamah and the Muayyid.

5. J^liSljlJ^

This valuable work which has been very little used, was compiled

by Maulaua Shaikh Ilahdad i Faiszi, son of Asad ul'ulama 'Ali Sher of

Sirhind. The year of the compilation, A. H. 1001, or A. D. 1593, is

given in the words {U u^^, the tarikli of the book. As the words

are only arranged according to the first and last letters, it is some-

what troublesome to use the book. The Arabic words stand in each

fa9l before the Persian. The Turkish words are given after the Persian

words. The Arabic words and the examples are more numerous than

in the preceding works. There are a great number of verses marked
ASlJ^ hy the compiler.

The author makes occasionally critical attempts, and mentions

Indian pronunciations of several Persian words.

The following extracts from this dictionary will shew that the com-
piler was a poet. His Masnawi entitled JSTdz 6 Niyaz must not be

confounded with a Masnawi of the same title by Baqai (No. 1240
Asiatic Society Bengal).

The metre of the compiler's Masnawi is the same as of the Sliiriu
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Khusraii, J.J;^La>« ^^a^U/o ^^jL.s>\am^ as will appear from the following

quotation*

l> «AJ_^^J ^ OavjI j^i'O'/o 4_ftJ^A) ^j^j-J'iAS j^ ijif A^i ^^^^^

MSS. of this dictionary are as common as those of the Mu. There

exist, however, bad copies, where in the ^^\ ^ ^^1 (J^ under

JUaAJ| ^j|j the compiler is confounded wdth Faiszi, the great Indian

poet. In good MSS. we find

—

Bad MSS. read—

and give also verses of the poet Faiszi marked ^^. The reference

to 'Allami is quite impossible, as he outlived his brother Faiszi. The

confusion, I dare say, is to be ascribed to ignorant copyists who

were mislead by the takhallup Faiszi. The compiler clearly gives the

name of his father, 'Ali Shor, of Sirhind, whilst the father of the poet

is Shaikh Mubarik of Nagor. It is also evident from the preface that

the compiler was a pious Muhamriiadan, which the poet Faiszi was

certainly not.

It is noticeable that the book does not contain a single reference to

Akbar.

The four MSS. at hand have a Khatimah containing grammatical

rules. One has the following remark

—

gl-^i ^^AkXJt 1^^^^-^ '^^^
J<^

j^lA*.^i il/o /s-^'v ^J)^-? *-^^U j-ij-^^ '-i-'^^ J

<Xa«,j^ J &J^\jJj AJ aXJ\

at which place the writing is so J$t:^Jj^jk«>f, that it cannot be read.

* Vide also Vullers' Persian Dictionary, II. p. 518&. In the article {*)[x'xao

correct cJcU] t.J(JuS w^t.ai. to cu*JlJ( k^mjS i..ji-2».U3, the author of the pre-

ceding dictionary ; and for the verse of Mulla Salik of Yazd, which in Vullers

has no metre, read (metre Earaal)
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6. ut;;^- uV^^ 5:"^

The first edition of Siiriiri's Majma'ulfura appeared in A. H. 1008,

nine years before the next dictionary. As thirty years later, A. H.

1038, a second edition appeared, we shall first notice the Parhang i

Jahangiri.

The title of the dictionary is a misnomer, and ought to he Farhang

i Ahhari. The compiler is Nawvvdb 'Aszad uddaulah Mir Jamaluddin

Hnsain i Anju. He is mentioned in the Ain i Akbarf, p. 226,

as one of x\kbar's courtiers, holding the office of a ^^c^^, or

commander of nine hundred, a position not necessarily military,

for which he received a monthly salary of Rs. 7100. He appears

to have been a favourite of the emperor, as in 1604 he was sent to

Bijapur to bring the daughter of 'Adil Shah to Agra, where she was

married to Prince Danial.

From the preface of the dictionary it appears that the labours of the

compiler extended over thirty years. A. H. 1000, or thirteen years

after the commencement of the compilation, when Akbar was at

Srinagar, Mir Jamaluddin received the order to complete his dic-

tionary. Not only did Akbar grant sums for the purchase of manu-

scriptSjbuthe even called learned men from Peria to assist Mir Jamalud-

din in the compilation. The historian Badaoni indeed tells us that many

a word was investigated in Akbar's majlis i kha9, the emperor himself

evincing that taste for the study of words which Muhammadans so

eminently possess. Forty-four dictionaries of those specified above, nine

others of which neither the title nor the author's name were known,

commentaries, works on science, Zand and Pazand books, the whole

Persian literature, yielded the words for this work. The most ancient

dictionaries, of which nothing but the title seems now-a-days to exist,

were in Mir Jamdluddin's hands. Among them were—the dictionary of

Abu Hafy of Soghd, who according to some made the first Persian

verse ;* that of Asadi, Firdausi's teacher ; the vocabulary of Hakim

Qatnin, the quaint poet; &c. Akbar unfortunately died A. H. 1014,

or A. D. 1605, before the dictionary was completed ; and when at

* Vide the authoi's edition of the Persian Metres b}- Saifi, p. «^.
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last, three years later in A. H. 1017, it made its appearance, the

compiler thought fit to call it in honor of Akbar's successor Farluing

i Jahdngiri, The mi9ra' (Hazaj i musaddas)

is the tarikh of the completion of the work.

The preface of the dictionary is followed by an Introduction contain-

ing twelve chapters

—

1. On the boundaries of the land t^jl^'.

2. On the Persian language.

3. On the letters of the Alphabet, and the rule of Jl^ and J(i.

4. On the arrangement of the words in the Farhang i Jahaugiri,

5. On the <i^> q^cdd adopted by the compiler.*

6. On the interchange of letters.

7. On pronominal affixes.

8. On certain words, asj^, «^, ty, ^, yo.

9. On terminations, as ^^1, ti^, ^J^, j*'^, &c.

10. On the use of the letters ^, j, ^, «-^, u^, I, &c., as far as

they are used for inflections.

11. On the spelling of certain words, chiefly compounds.

12. On the J^IJ| ^^ .

The dictionary itself contains only single Persian words and such

Persian compounds as have no iszafat. The Khdtimah is divided into

five chapters or doors—
1. Figurative expressions.

2. Compounds with or without the Iszafat, of which either one

or both words are Arabic.

3. Words which contain any of the *Jl^^A (Jjj^.=^, viz., u^ U.^ ^Uj^

4. Zand and Pazand words.

5. Certain rare words, chiefly proper names of towns, persons, &c.

Among the words, a few terms are found of the dialect of Shiraz,

to which town the compiler appears to have belonged. The Zand

.
* Eastern lexicographists describe the spellmg of words, to avoid mistakes. •

Thus the ^^ is called Hi^^A-yXi^b the 4_, xk-ith one dot ; and as it can now no

longer bo mistaken, the letter is called ti^Jjfi^ muqayyad fettered. Hence t^xa

means the sydein of descriptive spelling.
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and Pazand words form a peculiar feature. They are interesting

both for the Zand scholar and the historian of Akbar's reign. The

principles of toleration which no king before Akbar had dared openly

to confess, had even laid hold of the philologic mind of the king's

subjects, and for the first time did the words of the worshippers

of "the fire which Muhammad extinguished," find a place in a

dictionary, the compiler of which was moreover a Sayyid of the

purest blood. Merely to flatter Akbar who, though a Sufi in his heart,

was a Parsee by his rites, could not have been the compiler's sole

object. Curiosity had caused some of Akbar's courtiers to learn

Sanscrit, and the same curiosity taught a philologist to look upon the

words of another sect of infidels as things worth knowing and

registering. This is proved by the spontaneous remark made by

the compiler under j<if

—

Ca^s^ *z^'-^.i^ j.\sf^ ^iJ^S U^^t
»>4J'

jl uv^J"^^ *^-^ '^y ^^*-' ^•s^'f'UJ

iH; o f-\J i^jA ^\j *o-«.i ^yi-i:^5j3 ii,T^^J 31 jjc>.^ Jiii oijlj j j^ij y

'' I knew an old Persian, a Zoroastrian, Avho possessed some parts of

"the Zandavesta. As I have a passion for collecting Persian words,

" and as no book, enjoys a greater authority for Persian than the

" Zandavesta, I often met him for the purpose of investigating some

" words ; and indeed most of the Zand words which the Khatimah of

" my dictionary contains, have been extracted by this Zoroastrian from

" the Zendavesta. Whenever he came across the word j^^f in reading

" to me from his holy book, he pronounced it ddur^ not ddzar, &c.

In another place of his dictionary the compiler mentions a Zoro-

astrian of the name of Ardsher. Perhaps it is the same. Akbar had

expressly sent for him from Kirman, as will be seen from the

following extract

—

. j\ i^^'^^^ji J^i\y. j\ U*^^ u^j^ e»^'' (3-iaac"' o*^.' o^3i^ c^^^-^TcA*

II
c>.<iy ^Cij*-^ (J-ii^^'' ^^^j'^ J{'^Ji^'^•^ vi'^^r-^
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The editor of tlie Burhan gives likewise the Zand words
;
but, as far

as I know, he is the only Muhammadan lexicographer who has thought

it worth while to copy them.

The order of the words in the dictionary is at first siglit bewildering.

They are arranged according to the second letter. Thus the first »-:b

contains all words whose second letter is alif\ the second bab those

whose second letter is c_» 5e, and so on. Within each bab, the words are

again alphabetically arranged. For example, J ttii|^A«j <^^5 ^^^y will

stand in the same bab, the I; v-^Lj ; but j\cyi\y^ will stand before, and

(D^^ after, the word ^^y^ because (j* sin and o(f gdf stand in the

alphabet respectively before and after the ti fe.

MSS. of the Farhang are numerous. A good MS. may be obtained

for 40 to 50 Kupees. Our Society possesses two very good ones
;

No. Gil, marked with the muhr of Tippu Sultan, is very correct.

The worth of the dictionary is so generally recognized, that not only

the general term " The Farhang" is used instead of Farhang i Jahdn-

(jiri^ but that the sources from which it was compiled have nearly all

sunk into oblivion. For the pre-classical and classical times of the Per-

sian literature, it is the completest dictionary and the richest mine of

quotations. The Burhan is the Farhang without examples. Even the

Turkish- Persian dictionary which Vullers has used, is chiefly based

upon the Farhang, wdiilst the dictionaries of Bashidi and Khan Arzd

are intended to correct its mistakes.

Mistakes in a dictionary are, on the whole, of less consequence, than

mistakes in works on science ; for supposing one of the words be

wrong, no one would find it used by authors. Mistakes in meanings are

more serious ; and in this regard, it is well that the Farhang has been

examined, partly by Suriirf, but thoroughly by Bashidi and Khan

Arzii. On the other hand, it was unfortunate that the Burhan, which

through the printed editions of Capt. Boebuck and Vullers' Lexicon

Persico-Latinum, has become best known in Europe, appeared before

the critical labours of Bashidi and Khan Arzu, so that every mistake

of the Farhang has been over and over again printed, or improved

upon. The chief fault of the Farhang is this, that he too hastily

abstracts particular meanings from the verses which he quotes. Hence
the danger to which compilers are exposed that use the Farhang with-

out giving his examples, as Burhan and Vullers have done.
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8. ^Jij-- O^^'' t"^'*

(^nd edition,^

The name of the author is Muhainmad Qasiin ibn i Ilaji Muhammad
of Kashan in I'l-an. Sururi is his takhaUuy. The author is also

known as a poet and a commentator ; his Arabic commentary on

u }^ ^ Sa'di's Gulistau deserves attention. The first edition of the dictionary

jk' .
'\ which appeared in A. H. 1008, or A. D. 1(300, is based upon sixteen

y* ^ I
dictionaries, inchiding the A'dat, the Sharafnamah, and the Muayyid,

*' J^ ^ but is considerably smaller than the second edition which appeared
'

thirty years later in 1038. Those who make use of Sururi must

carefully ascertain, whether they have before themselves the first or the

second edition, as MSS. of both exist. This seems to have been

overlooked by the Burhan. Though a very careful compiler and

professing to have used Sururi, Burhan does not give all words and

meanings that are in the second edition of the Majma'ulfurs.

The MSS. of the second edition contain two prefaces. The second

preface which conmiences with the verse (Hazaj i musaddas)

LS)v*^ h t^^•'
<-^^' ^y. (sjjj^ ut/-^-'' t*^ v^^

" May the Majma'ulfurs of Sururi be indispensable to critical

compilers," is very short, and stands in the MSS. which I have seen,

lefore the original preface. Sururi's second edition was caused by

the appearance of the Farhang i Jahangfri, a copy of which, as late as

• in 1038, was brought to Sururi from Hindustan. From it, as also

from two other dictionaries, Sururi has largely extracted. From the

respectful manner in which he speaks of the Farhang, we might

conclude that he lay under certain obligations to its author. He
must have known him ; else he would not call him

js^l f^^^>^ i^i'^l J^-*^ ^^-^
•r'^^•'

'-^^'^^ J o^^^ V^-' O)l<«o/

—titles fit for a king.

He passes in silence over the blunders of the Farhang ; and if on

two or three places he dares openly to differ in the meaning of a word,

he modestly says

—

or words to this effect, although he would not so easily let off other

authors.
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Future compilers of Persian dictionaries will do well carefully to

compare each word given in the Farhang with the same in Sururi,

and rememher that whenever Sururi has left out a meaning or a

whole word given hy the Farhang, there is, to use Kashfdi's language,

a JUG^U^.

Sururi seems to have been acquainted with Turkish, as he mentions

among his sources two dictionaries written in that language. The

quotations are very numerous. As Surviri is an Tranian, his spellings

and pronunciations differ occasionally from the Tiirani Persian of

the preceding Indian lexicographists. His adherence to the Jia

and Jli rule has been mentioned. Instead of a final o(^ huf^ he

often has a o(f gdf ; thus he writes *-Xi| ashg a tear, ^SJ^^^ sirishg a

drop, instead of <.stit ashk^ &c. Instead of ^-^\ asp he writes v^l ^s^^'

His arrangement of the words is inconvenient, as it is the same as in

the Madar.

Sururi appears to have died in Hindustan during the reign of Sliah-

jahan, as will be seen from the following extract from the khatimah

of the valuable work Mir-M ul 'Alam ; vide Morley's Catalogue of

Historical MSS., p. 52:—

(SJJi;*^
c^A^i<Xj sS ijt'^l^si'^it *^>i^ o^ ^bj<^ ^'^i<y;^ ^-^l '•^^ ^=i^y"^

" Sururi of Iffahan came to Hindustan during the reign of Sliah-

" jahan. Soon after he left for Mecca, but died on the road. The

" Majnia'ulfurs, so famous under the name of Farhang-i- Sururi, is

*' written by him. The following verse is taken from his poems

(metre Hazaj) :*

—

* l9fahan is a mistake for Kaslian. The verse is a fine example of the

poetical figure called i^,j,^\xiJ\ A^\ ihdm uttanrlsuh ; vide Garcin de Tassy's

La Rlietorique des Nations Musulmanes, p. 101. Poets compare their tears to

orphans, because both are uncared for and alone. Orphans grow up to be

thieves and murderers ^^JjA)
j

hence Yatim means also the same as

rahzan. But tears also are i^j^ or }$^i^Jf(jjA and flow from the eyes

(tij<S.Xxx f.^\] ) whilst robbers are daring and unmindfnl of their lives,
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" Fear luy tear ; for it is a wicked orplimi, a tyrant, a reckless one.^

MSS. of Sururi's dictionary are scarce ; the excellent MS. preserved

in the Fort William College Library was bonght at the high price of

Rs. 100.

The title uir^'''t*^ means ,^y oU.^ ^Jj*^ t^^- The first

edition was dedicated to Sultan Abul Muzaffar 'Abbas Bahadur Khan,

king of Persia.

9. ^^^ ci^Ul'I ^^s^

This dictionary was compiled at Delhi in A. H. 1053, or A. D.

1643, by Ni'matullah al Husaini of Shfraz. His takhalln9 is ^^J-^j

wagli. In his preface he praises Nawwab Makramat Khan, a vizier

of Shahjahan, to whom the w^ord ^yLL refers. The author has not

.specified his sources ; but on examination it will be found that the

dictionary is almost the same as the second edition of Sururf, some-

what shortened, with a few meanings from the Farhang i Jahangiri.

The introduction contais a small Persian grammar likewise copied from

the Farhang. The book is a fine example of wholesale plagiarism, and

is therefore deservedly but little known. MSS. are very rare ; the

MS. of our Society, No. 304, is very fair.

The arrangement of the words is the same as in Suriirf. Yullers'

F. occasionally quotes this dictionary, as under oUa..

10. ^Kb^W.:^

This Dictionary is well known. The first edition was printed in

1818 at Calcutta by Captain Roebuck, and the third and last, with a

few corrections, in 1834 by Hakim 'Abdul Majid. The name of the

compiler is Muhammad Husain of Tabriz ; Burhdn is his takhallu9.

He completed the dictionary in A. D. 1652, or A. H. 1063, as

indicated by the tarikh ^^^ i^ljty^ ^\j k^\^^ and dedicated it to a

contemporaiy of Shahjahan, Sultan 'Abdullah Qutbshah of the Dek-

khan, where for a time he must have lived. Hence he prefers Dekhan

synonyms ; thus under^^lxi he says :
—

It *xib^JU 8S t^;jf^y ^^A ^ iDjj<^j\ \j (iff

where the FJ. has—«^jf^ «iij^f^^ j ^_^b lyf iiS (^cyijt ^ e;LxA5 jf

Burhan's object was to compile a practical vocabulary without giving

examples. In adopting the order of words as followed in our

dictionaries, he arranged them more conveniently than any preceding
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lexicographer had done. Nearly all subsequent dictionaries follow

Burhan's arrangement. His sources were tlieFJ., the first edition of

Sur., the Surniah i Sulaimani and the ^ihah uladwiyah. MSS.

of the last two are not obtainable here ; but they cannot bo

very valuable, as the Bnrhan contains nothing which is not in tlio

Farhang or Suriui. Burhan is a careful compiler ; only a few words

that are given in the Farhang, appear to have been omitted. As an

example I may mention •XJ^:^! pakhtah cotton, which the Farhang gives

t^^b «Xaaj ^y^ Jjl b. If Burlian had omitted the useless meanings

of the Farhang, his compilation would be more useful than it is.

The printed editions of Capt. Boebuck and Hakim 'Abdul Majid are

accompanied by appendices of words not given in the Burluin.

These appendices which are known under the name of ijU^j otii^sr^

Malhaqdt i BurMn, are not written by Burhan, nor are they found in

numerous MSS. of the dictionary ; but were made under the direction

of Capt. Boebuck from the works of several lexicographers of the

18th and even of the beginning of the 19th century. They are

untrustworthy and full of the most glaring bhinders. VuUers has

embodied them ; but we trust that no lexicographer after him will use

them. Whatever good they contain, will be found in the original

dictionaries written after Burhan.

Burhan's dictionary has produced in India a good deal of critical

discussion. During this decade, a book was printed in Delhi, written

by Asad ullah Khan, known also under the name of Mirza Maushali

and, as a poet, under the takhalluc of <—JU. The author is the best

Persian writer which India now-a-days possesses. We have from his

pen a collection of letters, called »_^T^^J^, a Diwan, a historical book

on Indian kings, entitled jjj/^JtJ^^, and also a book written in pre-

classical Persian on the Indian mutiny of 1857, entitled j^xL^^.

The name of the book in which he attacks Burhan, has the title

cjIa^ ^Jrli, It has seriously damaged his reputation as a critical

scholar. Throughout the book he is abusive, and even obscene.

Burhan whom he styles ^^^H^<i or ^^^1 dy ,^1, is throughout repre-

sented as an independent lexicographer, although Burhan in his preface

distinctly says j^^lj <XJ Oww| OvA.^ v-jbjl ^G j ui>l*.' ^La. j-JjAJ. Hence

most of Ghulib's attacks are easily refuted by turning up the Farhang

or Sururf. But his book is also full of wilful misstatements, whilst
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some of his etymologies arc even from a nati\ o point of view nnscholar-

like. He has been well taken to task by Aglia Ahmad 'All, of Dacca,

one of the Persian teachers of the Calcutta Madrasah. His reply is en-

titled lyU^ '^iy^ Muat/yid i Burhdii, and was printed two years ago at

Calcutta. The writer shews a spirit of critical enquiry and scientific

truthfulness, which is but raridy met with in native writers. Some of his

articles, as (J^^fy\,j^1, c-r^T, &c., are well worth reading. An index

has lately been added by the author. Future lexicographers will do

well to obtain a copy of this book.

From a perusal of this repli/, it appears that of the four hundred

words which Ghalib attacked, about thirty are Burhan's own

blunders, and sixty others must be called douUfid words, because

they are given in the Farhang and Suriiri without proof. Se-

veral other mistakes have been discovered by the author of the

Siraj (vide below) ; but on the whole, the number of mistakes

made by Burhdn himself is so small, as not to endanger his re-

putation of a careful compiler. A few were also corrected by Capt.

Boebuck in the foot notes of his printed edition. Ghalib's rejoinder

which appeared in 1867 under the title y^^^, is a mistake. He
tries in vain to shift the ground by discussing extraneous matter, and

thinks to defeat his opponent by giving on the last page of his books

the seals and facsimiles of several influential men, even Nawabs, living

at present at Delhi, who, he says, agree with his statements. The

Agha's second rejoinder, entitled Shamsher i teztar, is in the press.

MSS. of the Burhan are numerous. There exists also a Turkish

translation of it.

11. ,^(^iAj C-^^Ui

This is the first critical dictionary. It stands unsurpcissed. The

name of the author is Mulla 'Abdurrashid of Tattah ( "Xi^ ) in Sind.

Other lexicographers, especially the writer of the Bahar i 'Ajam, call

him aJ-'i a^^j <^m». He completed his dictionary in A. D. 1653, or

A H. 1064, as shewn by the tarikh (metre Kamal)

The author is well known as the compiler of the Muntakhah, the

most popular Arabic dictionary in India, which in 1635 he had

dedicated to Shahjuhan. When the Persian Dictionary appeared, the
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king was the prisoner of his perfidious son Aurangzih, for whom
Kashidi has no words of praise ; for at that time Aurangzib had not

acquired that odour of sanctity which pious Muhammadans acknow-

ledge by a ''^l ^JU^, a ^^ (^^^<^ never bestowed upon any of the

preceding Moguls.

There exists also a rare Risalah written by 'Abdurrashfd, entitled

^liyuQ llLw). He was certainly one of the best scholars Hindustan has

produced. His Persian dictionary, though less known, cannot be too

highly valued ; it is so full of original research, that no Persian scholar

ought to be without a Rashidi. As a compiler 'Abdurrashid is most

careful ; he rarely copies doubtful words from other dictionaries without

removing the doubt ; and when he is unable to do so, he plainly states

that he does not know the word, or adds a cu*«| J/oG ^U. ^^jf j or a

jUf &JJ|j. Nor does he hastily condemn. If he has reason to condemn,

his proofs are convincing. He does not abuse the preceding lexicogra-

phers ; and when he does call the authors of the Farhang and Sururi

(JliLc ghdjil^ we expect from the nature of the case a stronger epithet.

The arrangement of the words is the same as in the Burlian,

although it does not appear, as if he had known that book. He chose

that arrangement, because from experience he was satisfied that it

was the best. The figurative phrases are given at the end of each

faQl. Rashidi has not specified his sources. Nor was this necessary,

as his sole object was to correct the Farhang and Sururi, which he

acknowledges to he the best dictionaries existing. Occasionally he

quotes a book written by, or entitled, ^_^JUUo. Its author is not

known to me, but his remarks are so shrewd, that lexicographers

would do well to secure a Samani. The book must have been written

after Suriiri's second edition. From some of his remarks it appears

that llashidi was acquainted with Roman Catholic ceremonies. This

may be traced to the fact that his birthplace was for some time in

the hands of the Portuguese.

The following passage taken from Rashidi's preface defines the

object of the dictionary and gives at the same time an idea of its

usefulness

—
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jL»jLi.x3 Lot »ij^ l-u^AA^ ^iy 5^^ C)^\ *-«^^^'^'l5;m*»'j iSj^\^ \^Ajs

%J^ Ci;t^ ^i^jlJ *>j| Jf^y w-^^i ^^'' ^-'^-''^ If^^V-J^ vyT cjl^i-^

,^ ci.U-^ iijk^j^ (^jfi ci.l*i ^*J Awfj*^ •ti.JlJJ^ o.,Ij A^Ua. ^_^.U/0

otiL/ ^jtJ Axjf f*;f^ J *-:^'^ UV* ^ ^!»^^*^ '^^'•^ 5 'i^lc^.i/ ^j^

^xj ^^ ti.JlJ$^^^^3 ^^ '^•^•^ Ai-i|<i.AJ JJ^ii^Lo oUJj »4i»J|^^ o^^^*^^

f^yiV w.rwl.^0 (_5^*^J^ rfJ AX.'U^ Ca^I AI*.^^
(^'J -J iSJ^^^ '^'^ /*^- ^'-^^

3!/ «3y
Sr5^**- C5/-i^^t'^ ^xJbjij^ &>j'\ yyxs:^ J dUf ^^£ jj^y ^^-"^J

c:.^! c-ftj^ ^d ^ &xAt J^=.t ^_^;*^j ^^j J ^^i- ^ a^^ jy ^ ^^\

*^s^j oyj c5*-;l» ci^^-/ *-I=>-^
o-^*"*"^ cA?-^^.:!^ "^^I «»^^'^=^ ^^"j j u^^^ <-^-"*

^'^^^ ^ C5^*^J ^Jj^J l^J^-»^ j^^A ^ ^^^jU ^b_, ^^yj ^^Af ^J^ ^i*^

, *>.ix^ ^f OMi|i.^^5^ <J*^J »>JJ) *X)b ii.-ilj Ai-i|j JU.J=>-I AS" li^^A

" 'Abdurrasbid of Tattah, the son of 'Abdulglittfur, of tlie descendants

uf Husaiu, originally of Mudyiab, who is known fur his shortcomings
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and sins, and who has si^Dped a hand full from the intellectual fountain

of the poets of Persia, states as follows

—

I have examined the Farhang i Jahungfri and Sururj, and consider

them the best dictionaries existing. But they also contain much

that is wrong in matter and principle.

1. Both authors have enlarged their dictionaries by quoting as

proofs, useless verses, and repeating them on several places.

2. They are not sufficiently painstaking in ascertaining the correct

form of words, their vowels and meanings.

3. They enter occasionally Arabic words, and omit to state that

the words are not Persian.

4. Both often enter the same words on different places, but wrongly

spelt, or even mistake them for separate words. Thus words occur

spelt with a v-j he and a *-> pe ; with a ei> U and a (J mm ; witli a tfj

/i^^y and a i-^ gaf ; with a (jm sliin and a ^^ sin ; with a J ze, and a ^ zJie

and a J re. Such mistakes are especially frequent in Surijri, though

less in the Furhang.

Besides there are actual blunders, as shall be shewn below. And
curiously enough, both compilers confound words commencing with a

«d) Imf and a J Idm^ with a j xonw and a j re, and other letters

which it is almost impossible to mistake. As an example I may
mention the word y\^ gnrdz, which has in Sururi the following

meanings—1, a certain disease. This is a mistake for the Ar. Jl^.^

Jcuzdz. 2, a hind of vessel, also called ^^ tang. This is a mistake

for the Ar, Jty kurdz. The Farhang again entersJ(^ Jcaiudz, with a

ivdiu instead of a re. 3, a stick to urge on cattle. This is a mistake

for j\^ guwaz. Or, the Farhang gives a word cjl-^Jj '^^Q'rfdn [or

according to some MSS. zirfd}i\^ the moon. This is a mistake for the

Arab, ^^yj zihirqdn. Again, both the Farhang and Sururi give

C3>J huf and tiji* kuf; but the former is wrong ; or ^^ and ^j^j

squinting^ the latter being wrong. Similar mistakes are— *•^^J^

naujabah and ^^j^ taujahah, a torrent
;
(J»^b pdgJwsh and (jw^Li

ndghoshj a dive ;
<^s:'^ nohhjad and »>3^' hakhjad, dross

;
y*^ hasar

and J/-** masar, ice ; r-t^-i* liaidahh and ^•^-iJ haidakh, a swift horse
;

AJIJ'^J pahndnah and AJU^ onahnanali^ a monkey ; (fee, as shall be

seen below. Such mistakes are more numerous in Sururi tlian in

the Farhang.
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I liavc generally collected the various forms of spelling under that

word which, according to the proofs quoted, appeared to be the correct

form. Whenever a word appears to be doubtful, it is certainly of

no use to pass over it. Let people only look up carefully."

Rashidi's dictionary is accompanied by an excellent Introduction

which forms the basis of the Persian G-rammar by 'Abdul-Wasi' of

Ilausah, a book which is read in most Indian schools. The first part

of the preface which contains the usual praises to God and Muhammad,

is written in ancient Persian, and is one of the finest prefaces known

to me. There appears to be no *^jLa. to the dictionary, although

Rashidi says in the preface

—

d^jlA J ujb ixi.^ J AycjJLo i£lj y o*^) JUX^xj ^J^IS j^j| j

At least the four MSS. which I have seen, do not give it, but end

abruptly with the last word (3^J yelag. The Khdtiviah is several

times alluded to in the Dictionary ; thus under b| aba soup (or iha

according to Sh., Mu., Ma., FJ.) he says*—

MSS. of this dictionary are rare ; the MS. of our Society (No. 76.)

is in a bad condition, although with the exception of the preface, it is

pretty carefully copied.

* There are some curious blunders connected witb this word on the fii'st

and fourth pages of Vullers' Dictionary. Vullers has on p. 1.

—

bf jws, jusculum. This form with the madd is in no other Dictionary beside

F., and may therefore be struck out. 2) potio, potus. Not to be found in any

Tersian Dictionary, 3) part, admirandi mirum. This is a blunder for L>( aya.

And on p. 4.

—

->fj.f /^bf (patres fauces constringentes) met gaudium efc voluptas ; 2)

aerumna ( z*^ ) mundi ; 3) gaudium de inimico mortuo, B.

First, this word is not inB., but in the Appendix of B., and therefore doubtful.

Secondly, the 'PGrsia.n Dictionaries spell the word ^bf ivWiout a madd, ^_^b|

ab^i, and derive it from aba soup. Ad. and Ma. give also «^J^^^b| and

JJtjJjji^Jl^ /rb| • hence jwsculum fauces contringens, and met. the surfeiting

joys of this world.

Tlwrdly, the meaning aerumna ( /* ) mundi is the blunder of some inatten-

tive copyist for IxJ^^ nv'am i dunyd, the joys of this woi-ld.

Fourthly, the preceding word iu Vullers, ^jJLc (^^!\ "'^^ ^ 'alaivi, is a blun-

der for dhcd 'ulwi.
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12. oUlJI ^j^
13. ci^jUa '^j^

Both dictionaries are written by Sirajuddm 'Ali Khan, poetically-

styled jjjT Arzii^ of Akbarabad. He is the best commentator whom

India has produced. His commentaries to Nizami's Sikandarnamah,

the Qa9idahs of Khaqani and 'Urfi, and his r^-^ to tlie Gulistan,

entitled c'Li'-^uLjl-i^, are of great value. The Siraj is his largest

work and has gained him the titles of ^^^aar^i -|^ and (j^<i^ oK^j>o.

It contains the Persian words of the old poets ((^'O'i^J^ ), and many

quotations not given in the preceding dictionaries. The words which

belong to the ^^^j^LLo JU.*JL«»| form the o^|ti>A c|j.^, or as it is often

called, the second part of the Siraj.

The chief importance of the Siraj lies in this, that it is a commentary

on the Burhan and Bashidi. Bashidi is occasionally, though not

always convincingly, checked, when he doubts the correctness of a

quotation, whilst the critical remarks on the Burhdn are so numerous,

that the Buihan should never have been printed without the notes

of the Siraj. There are also a few words which Bashidi, notwith-

standing his great carefulness, has overlooked and for the criticism of

which the Siraj is the more valuable. I take as an example the word

j*Liu«jf. Burhan has

—

j*UL«| ustdra, ^^^j\ ostam and cylxwjl ostdn.

1. The harness of a horse.

2. A man whom you can trust.

3. The threshold of a house.

VuUers gives the same on p. 142a. of the first volume of his

Lexicon. The FJ. gives likewise the three meanings with examples,

but he has not the form ul-^jl ostdn. Nor is it in Sururi and Bashidi

;

who besides have only the first two meanings. We see therefore

a (J^lj^l^in the form ejLuo^l and the third meaning. The example

which the FJ. quotes for the meaning a threshold is taken from Napir

Khusrau (metre Muszari')

(*U^|j ij^y j)^ ^^ :>/ ^hj-^ ^^^=^ ^-*-6^ u'j' ^^c5t^ o^t^j'^j'

" If a man owes his very carpet and his threshold, his house is the

emptiest in the whole world."

We see at once that this verse proves nothing ; for the first meaning
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the harness of a horse suits far better. I am at a loss to see why

Riisliidi has omitted to make a remark on the third meaning.

Suriiri, as I said above, passes in silence over meanings which he thinks

wrong or unsupported. The Sirlj has

—

f^j Jl^ ^-t Jjt^j ^Jjx) J ^j^xJLi «JtJL» tr'^Vj Jj^"^ jb^. r^^^J*

c:^**! J^ ^ ^^.j) J c^L^ ^ cy^ixjo /.iyc j_^x*^
e;''^'^J»5 '^jy. o'-^'-'j'

Pl«xj (^4XJ O-iJ j^jf X^jix/0 wJo
Jj5

AS^ «ioj.^ ^iyo i^ AiAi Ajli. (^i^-«t^

Thus we see tliat Burhan's form c'Li*-}! os^aOi is to be struck out as

unsupported^ and that the meaning a thresJwld, as given in the FJ.,

is not proved.

The author of the Siraj says in his preface as follows :

—

*' As far as the correctness of meanings and the explanation of

difficult passages are concerned, no dictionary comes up to the Earhang

i Rashidi, whilst the Burban has certainly the merit of being the

completest vocabulary existing. But in both dictionaries there are

erroneous statements ; especially so in the Burban, which is full of

wrong meanings and spellings, as shall be seen below. To correct

them is the only object of tJiis dictionary. Hence I have not repeated

the examples which are given in the FJ., Sur. and E,.

" Whilst I was writing this dictionary, I obtained a MS. copy of a

work written by a Persian savant whose name is Majduddin 'All,

poetically styled Qusi. His book, although it is not known, contains

many critical gems ; and I have thought best to add them to my own

remarks. Beside this MS. copy, I have used the FJ., Sur., E,., Mu.,

B., the Farhang i Munisi, the Kashf, some commentaries on the

Gulifstan, the Masnawi i Maulawi, &c. My friend Sayyid Muhammad
Hasih Khan expressed the tdrikh of the compilation of this book by

calling it

which will be found to give A. H. 1147, [or A. D. 1734-5]. I have

followed the order of the words as adopted by B. and R., because it

is by far the best system of arrangement."*

* I cannot give the Persian text, as the copy of the Siraj in luy hands is too

faulty.
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MSS. of the Siraj are very rare. I have only seen one, which Major

Lees kindly placed into my hands. It belongs to the Fort William

College Library, but is a bad copy. The Siraj is rather voluminous,

as it contains the words of the Burhan with lengthy remarks attached

to each.

The Ghirdgh i Hiddyat is a much smaller work. It has been

several times printed. A very handy edition of the Ghias, easily

obtainable in any part of India, contains the Chiragh in the margin.

Khan ^rzii's Diwan is much esteemed ;
Bh. often quotes his verses.

Of his other works which compilers ought to read, T may mention the

TanUh ul gluifilin^ a critical work on the poems of (^^ Hazin of

Isfahan, who died at Benares during the last century. Hazin, though

a great poet and a man of learning, is not always exact in his

metaphors, and horroias from other poets more than native critics by

way of Ca^Io allow. Khan Arzu in his attack tries to shew that

Hazin is (_5*^^^, ^jj^ss^^, and i3j^' Many of his objections

(ci>l.^<2J^) are, however, not tenable, and Tek Chand, Mirza Qatil

and Warastah take frequently occasion to justify Hazin. One of

Khan Arzii's nephews also, Mir Muhsin 'All, wrote a critic on the

TanWi. Again, a very fair rejoinder, entitled d'-axj J^i^ appeared in

1862 at Cawnpore (169 pp.), written by Maulawi Imam Bakhsh,

poetically styled ^jU^a^j ^ahbai. As most remarks refer to Persian style

and idiom, compilers and grammarians will do well to procure copies.

Two rhetorical works written by Khan Arzii are entitled

—

^M j«> ^)^^ ^^ and <^^** j6 tlf*^ cuaA^/o

were lithographed at Allahabad in 1830 and 1841.

The following extract is taken from the Miftdh ut Tawdrihh^ p.

338—

^t/*-^ jt •'i—^X' ti-;^^ \^)^)\^ ^y^ ^'^'^I^^M )^^'^ O^-^ jt 3 ^^3^

* Lnctnow 18G4, 400 pp 4.to. The author of this book is JUj ^^ o'*^'""^

[Mr. Thomas William Bell (?)], a clever Persian writer and poet. Some

of his tarikhs are excellent. The tarikh on p. 371 does not refer to the Ma-

drasah, but to the former Fort William College at Calcutta.
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According to this extract, Khan Arzu died in January 1756.

Sirdjuddin's commentaries are very rare. In liis Sliarh to the

Sikandarnamah, we find occasional references to the abovementioned

Majd 'All.

14. The ivories of MunsU Teh Chand*

1. i^M
3. ^jjj^ <JLL)|

4. jiilA<2^^( jd\y

There exist lithographed editions of these four lexicographical

works ; the last three are somewhat rare.

1. The Bahdr i 'Ajara is one of the grandest dictionaries ever

written by one man. There exist seven editions of it revised by

the author. The first appeared in A. D. 1752 ; the Delhi lithograph-

ed edition of 1853 is taken from the author's last MS., which he

completed in 1782, or thirty years after the first edition. The MS.

preserved in the Fort William College Library, Calcutta, appears to

be one of the first issues. Though not so complete as the last, it is a

good MS. and preferable to the Delhi lithographed edition, which

unfortunately is so full of typographical errors, as to be almost useless.

Future compilers of Persian dictionaries ought to be very careful

in using the Delhi edition, especially if they extract examples.

The chief object of the Bahar i 'Ajam is to explain the Isti'mdl i

mutaakhJcharin. Most examples are therefore taken from the poets after

the time of Jami, although quotations and phrases from the older

poets are by no means inconsiderable. The work is so well known

that it is unnecessary to say more about it.

The name of the author is ti^^ '--S^ ^^^mXa
; some call him i^^ i.£ijJ

* Munshi is a title given in Upper India to Hindoos acquainted with Persian

and Arabic,
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*^1; or '^^ tJ^JjJ i^\j. He was by caste a Klietri. His poetical

name isjl^. He lived at Delhi. From a note at the end of the

second volume of the Delhi edition, it appears that he was nearly

deprived by one of his pupils of his well merited fame as the author

of the seventh revised edition, Tek Chand must have died shortly after

1782, because he was prevented by old age from commencing the

eighth revised edition.

In the preface the author states that for the first edition he only

used the Tanbihulghafilin by Siraj ushshu'ara (Sirajuddfn, the

author of the SirajuUaghat), and a small treatise written by Mir

Muhammad Afzal, poetically styled Sabit vJUJb. For the following

editions Te'k Chand used the Mu9talahat ushshu'ara, the Risalah i

Mukhli9i i Kashi, and another book whose title and author were

unknown. The first of these three works Tek Chand embodied almost

entirely ; hence it is so little known.

2. The Jawdhir ulhuriif and the Ibtdli Szururat were written by

Tek Chand during the compilation of the Bahar i 'Ajam.

The Jawahir ulhuruf contains two chapters :

1. .yr^oj^^e^LjJj^

2. ^y^^^^ ^Jtx^ ^^.j^

The former part is the completest treatise on the interchange of

letters. It forms an excellent basis for the etymological part of a

Persian grammar, and is an indispensable Vade mecum for the compiler,

as it is of the greatest assistance to him in the numerous spellings of

certain words. The second chapter treats of the syntax of the Persian

prepositions and particles. Numerous examples are given. The

lithographed edition which appeared A. H. 1267 at Cawnpore, is

taken from a unique MS. in the handwriting of the author. It is on

the whole well printed.

3. The Ibtdl i Szururat is the best, if not the only, work on the

Tagarrufdt i Fdrsi^ or the modifications which both Arabic and Persian

words have undergone in Persia during the last ten centuries. In

plan the book coincides with our popular and interesting works on the

study of words, such as by Trench, Richardson, &c. The term ^jjfy^
comes nearest to our " a poetical license," and the object of Tek Chand's

book is to shew that in good Persian poetry, there is no license, but

that every peculiar expression is either based upon sufficient authority,
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or is wrong. Hence the title " IhtAl i Szurdraf^ or the frustrating of

that which a bad Persian poet would call a y*-^ ^JJu^y although in

reality it is (j^-^j-^ or ivant ofpoetical genius.

A lithographed edition appeared at Delhi in A. H. 1268, 78 pp.,

small 8vo. It is rare.

4. The Nmvddir ul mag&dir is a complete collection of the Ma5dars

of the Persian language. The quotations are numerous, especially

those from the older poets. The book is therefore most valuable for

the compiler. The lithographed edition which appeared in A. H.

1272 at Delhi, 120 pp , large 8vo., is taken from a MS. in T^k Chand's

handwriting. The book is very fairly got up.

The arrangement of the words in Tek Chand's lexicographical works

is the same as in Rashidi and Burhan.

15.. ]y^\ c:5^^..a^

The title of the work contains the tarikh of its commencement by

the author, A. H. 1180, or A. D. 1767. Like Tek Chand he

is a Hindoo, and was born at Lahore. His poetical name is ^^jlj

Warastah, independent ; his real name, according to other books, is

JUs ^y Ju^. From his preface it appears as if Wdrastah had lived

for a long time in fran, where he thoroughly studied the ot^jl^s^

^y^^Xfo. His dictionary was completed in 1782 after fifteen years,

labour, although a MS. copy of at least a part of it came into the

hands of the author of the Bahar i 'Ajam, who has largely extracted

from it. There are, however, several phrases which Tok Chand has

omitted. Though Warastah's dictionary is much smaller than the

Bahdr, because the quotations are not so numerous, it has the merit of

being entirely an original work.

There exists a very handy copy of the Muptalahdt, lithographed in

A. H. 1280 at Lucknow, 404 pp., Royal 8vo. It contains in the

margin an extract of the Bahar i 'Ajam, whose words are given

without the quotations.

16. cijUlIl cbUr

The name of the compiler is Maulawl Muhammad Ghiasuddin of

Rampur, east of Delhi. After fourteen years' labour he finished the

work in A. H. 1242, or A. D. 1826. The dictionary contains " all
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necessary Arabic, Persian and Turkish words," especially those

which occur in such Persian authors as are read in schools. The

dictionary is therefore a very useful book ; it is in fact " The Student's

Dictionary.'" Hence also its general use among the natives of India.

Embodied with the dictionary are several small treatises, as on

JJUoi, f^^y^, U^-ir^> the various eras (vide ^5^^^), on geogra-

phy (vide /jJjl o^AA), and also grammatical notes (vide L?, t*
), a

description of Hindustan, &c. The work is accompanied by several

astronomical and geometrical designs, and a few maps, which shew

that the compiler was not unacquainted with western science. A
large number of scientific terms are also explained.

No Persian dictionary ought to be in future compiled without the

words of the practical Ghias ; but compilers will do well to remember

that Ghiasuddin is not a native of Persia. Of all Indian dictionaries

it contains the largest amount of those peculiarities which belong to

the Isti'mcil i Hind. Hence for the pronunciation of words the

Ghias is not always the best authority. Even among the meanings

of the words, Ghias enters occasionally an Indian meaning, taking it

for Persian. In some cases, from a comparison of several dictionaries,

his attention is forcibly drawn to the Indian usage of words, as will

appear from the following extract :

—

O'jji i^^J^ ^ ^'->l ^^ O^-' «Xl^2k j( (^Jl J cJ*^'^^ a)O^Jj^

^ ^Jl O^f j>^^U) &^\jij C)*^** J 0«^:i-^^-^ (^^ j' «^'l »^^*^ O^J

y fjy*.-^i cJ'^i*-^ ^ ^^^-^j-ii (jHi^^* cr^y '^*^ ^^t^ * o'^*y- c5-^*^

J (^O.-w
^J^^•^| J c^'H'Oj i^-*^*^ L5^^ ^'^' ^'^ j^i^A.*..^^^^ « ^',7*** jl

" The word cJ^H^ means to smell, and belongs to those Arabic

roots which the Persians have adopted and altered according to the

genius of their language, as cJ^-is+t^, c;ci.Axlj2, &c., because the word is

derived from the Arabic ^ to smell. After writing this, I found on

examination that not c;-H*-^ has the sense of to smell, but <ji^jjj^

with the nun, and that the form with the 7m?n is wrong. Thus in the

Siraj. But U^^Jj^, as an original Persian word, means to he frightened}

to he perplexed, to he a/raid, as mentioned in the Farhang i Jahangiri

and tlie Muayyid."
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There exist two lithographed editions of the Grhids, one together

with the Chiragh i Hidayat, and another printed in 1847, by one Mir

Hasan, from a MS. corrected by the compiler.

The name of the compiler is Abdullatif ibn i 'Abdullah Kabir.

His object was to write a special dictionary for the Masnawi of

Maulavi Rum. Hence he says

—

j^^iiAj kMtj\i ksxs:^ JsLaJt ^ &x^jc cJ^iy ol*^^ Jl^iA/o o^*«| ^iA^i ^j-jjj

He has also written a commentary to the Masnawi, entitled Latdif

ul Ma'nawi, of which our Society possesses a very good MS. (No. 846,

220 leaves, small 8vo.), bearing the muhr of 'Abdulwahhab Khan

Bahadur Nucratjang.

The compiler lived during the reign of Shahjahan ; but the FJ. is

the latest dictionary consulted by him.

The Catalogue of our Persian MSS. calls him Qujrdti.

IV.

I subjoin a few notes on the Isti'mdl i JEind. Those who wish to

study this important subject, ought to make themselves acquainted

with the writings of Mirza Qatil, entitled J^^^'^l \ys:^, "^^j^)^ and

A^La&Jl^ ; and a treatise by Anwar 'Ali on the spelling of Persian

words, entitled Risdlah i Imld i Fdrsi. These works have been litho-

graphed and are easily obtainable.

The cliange in spelling, form, meaning and construction, which an

Arabic word, apparently without any reason, undergoes in Persian,

or which an Arabic or a Persian word undergoes in Hindustani, is

called (J^-^ taQarruf. The ta9arrufat of Persian words are included

in the f^y Jl**i^t isti'mdl i furs, the usage peculiar to the Persians,

and the ta9arrufat of the Hindustani language, and of the Persian

written in India, in the tii^k JU*Xm»| istVmdl i hind. A knowledge

of the latter is of great importance, not only for those who read

Persian books written or printed in India, but also for every

Hindustani scholar ; for although the Isti'mal i Hind is looked upon

with suspicion by learned natives, we have to bear in mind that its

peculiarities are generally adopted and therefore correct. So at least

for the Hindustani,- according to the proverb ^^^ j ^^^^ j-U iaJi.
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In its relation to Persian the Isti'mal i Hind will of course in most

cases appear as something faulty ; for the peculiarities may no longer

be a natural form of development, or a ^^^ ^^^ but the result of

ignorance, a (*L*J^I(^ M»^ iaXs^. Nevertheless the Isti'mal i Hind is visible

in every Persian book written by Indians, from the works of their

excellent historians down to a common dinner invitation ( AxjUIjIjuo
)

of the daily life. Even the works of a writer like Abulfaszl, " the

great Munshi," shew traces of it. Hence the truth of Mons. Grarcin de

Tassy's remark that every Persian scholar ought to be acc[uainted

with Hindustani. If this be true for the Persian scholar, it is much

more true for the compiler of a Persiau dictionary ; for a good

dictionary ought to be based upon a thorough knowledge of the lan-

guage in all its forms of development, and must be a history of the

language as well as a vocabulary.

But if we only understand by IstVmdl i Hind the influence of the

Hindi and Hindustani upon the Persian, we would almost identify

the term with " the usage of the Persian writers since the establish-

ment of the Mogul dynasty." This would be wrong ; for the Isti'mal

i Hind includes peculiarities which once belonged to the Persian, as

spoken in Persia, but which the modern Irani, in the course of its

progress, has entirely discarded. In early times Persian had become

the court language of Tiiran, and from Tiiran it was carried to India

by the waves of the Turanian immigrants and invaders. Hence on

the whole the Persian of India is Tiirtinian. As Latin in tlie Middle

Ages, so was the Persian in Tiiran, and subsequently in India,

the language of the learned. The works of the pre-classical and

classical periods were studied and imitated, and peculiarities have

thus been preserved which have long since disappeared in the Irani

Persian. The difference between the pre-classical and the modern

Persian is, of course, not so great, as between Latin and any of the

Romanic languages, because the pre-classical Persian had already

ahtaitied that logical simplicity to which our modern European lan-

guages happily tend
;
and though representing the growth of tlie

Persian language during nine centuries, it is scarcely greater than the

difference between the English of Fletcher and Beaumont and the

English of our century. The Persian language has been compared to

a bare tree, stripped of all its leaves. This stripping process, however,
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is going on in every spoken language, and shews that the copious ami

beautiful forms of languages like Sanscrit, Gothic, Greek, and many

modern savage languages, arc as many illogical incumbrances. The

sequences of events and the order of things which the imitative

genius of the modern languages expresses by the order of the

words, are expressed in the ancient languages by the annexation of

words and particles rather than by a logical order of the words, as if

the speaker was afraid that the hearer could only understand those

ideas for which there was an audible equivalent. Whilst many are

apt to look upon stripping off the leaves as a matter of regret, I would

consider it as a step towards delivering the human mind from the

fetters of form. Perhaps I tread upon contestable ground. But a fact

remains ; it is this, that of all nations whose languages are preserved

to us, the Persians are the first Arians that pitched the tent of speech

on the elevated tableland of logical thought.

Simplified then as the Persian language is, further change in tenni-

nations being impossible, the growth, as in modern English, is only

visible in the pronunciation, the spelling and the meanings of words.

For the study of this development a comparison of the works of the

older writers with those of the modern, is essential ; and as the

Persian written and studied in India has hitherto been imitating the

pre-classical and classical Persian of the early invaders, the importance

of the Isti'mal i Hind is easily recognised.

The following peculiarities are said by native writers to be common

to the Persian of Turan and India.

a. Many words end in the Turanian Persian in ^ (kaf), whilst the

Tranian has a ^ (gaf)
; as <-^ a kind of partridge, in Tilr. «-J^

;

kXi^ mishg musk, in Ti'ir. c£UXa5 miishk ; cX<i| a tear, in Tur. t*Li(
;

^S^y>» a drop, in Tiir. v^i-i^. Similarly, <J>^y\ a doctor, ^J^j jeal-

ousy, tXiJA, &c., in Tur. with a final kaf.

h. Also in the beginning of certain words ; as u^L^, in Tur.

jj^U*^ (as every Muhammadan in India pronounces)
;
JJjJ^ coriander

seed, in Tiir.^^^-*^.

This difference between the Turanian ^J and the Tranian «-f becomes

very apparent in Dictionaries arranged according to the first and last

letters. Thus in Suniri ^^\ stands in the ^j^)^ o(^ ^ v-ftJ| JUai,

whilst in the Madar in the ^j}^ o[^^ (-fti( JUJ.
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c. The Turanian has preserved a clear distinction between tlie jlj

and L), when Jj-^s^ (6, e) and t-J^/*^ (n, i). The modern Tranian has

only «-Jir*'*o forms (i, li). The ivords which have a majhul letter must

be learned from the Dictionaries ; Indian Persian grammars specify

the cases, when the ending (S is pronounced o^/o,

d. The Turanian has in all cases preserved the ^ oy. The

I'ranian has given it up in some, especially after an alif. Thus

forms like ^s^lxi^ ('^-'jj ^^^ ^1'j ^^Ir^j ^^c., are pronounced in Tran

mundam^ rundani^ ungdli^ liaruncht, but in India still mdndanij o'dndaniy

&c.

e. The Turanian never adopted the interchange of ddl (.i) and

dzdl (d).

f. Certain words are peculiar to the Turanians. Examples—^j
lie for the Tranian jt

; j^ son ioxj»*-i
;
y« side for <J>jio

;
j^ husband^

for^j-^ ;
J^l^ dawn for ^-^ ;

iS^JjJ evening for j*L^
;

^^jl for ^Jj ;
AJyj

hrotlier-in-law iovj^\y^yt^j^ ; ^^>^ or l^ sister-in-laiv for cJ}ji>j^
;

j^t^ brother for j>i[;-|
; t:>^l^ u^^ mother-in-law for c^ j^il^ ;^^-^

father-in-law for e^jj^J
; ^j^J^r*^ foi' '^j J*^!;-^ j ^'H-"-^ and ^^^ to

search for (j,JL»^
;

^^^*Ljy Ij^;^ /o throio the arrow for ^^y^l^JI

l>j^ ;
^«*^ /fo si'(f for jj.Jwii.J

;
^^;X^Lk to rise for (^Ju«li^

;
Jjj&ij^ (of.

J,jj
<3lU^ ^ yesterdag for Ji^^ ; v*^ c^i^jl^^ ^o 5tt'eZZ {water) for

v_;) c^o^ J$^5lJJ •

Jjj (j>>^j|_^^ to pass awag {dog) for3j>; ,^^XmC>S
j
c'(>ioj-*

;fo die ; U^b for e^^^^jy'; e^'^-}}^-^'^ to sleep for (^^-feJl^
; c^jj^-'j, the

same as cJ^i-^, e. g., /jj i-^^*!^ / am thg sacrifice ; ^DCy^ i^^^, foi-'

e^^i^f Jj^y ;
(jti>AJ^ for c'^yAJlf ; ii^txiU 1. the same as ^cA^ to p^it

;

2. the same as ^^^Juit j^ to leave behind^ e. g., /I^j^'Uj (jjlJs ^ fJ-Js^ ^

^^^^e Ze/]^ ^/i<9 thing on the shelf where j(3JL*3 is a Turanian form for

'6^\jQ ; or, *H^Uj Ij<'OU. ^I Zmye ^/ns 7io?^sd ( tiJ;|«iX^.)
; 3. the same as

c>>ib o^-^ 'i^^ divo7xe ; 4. the same as o^iH^'^f; c^:>l-^ ^o Ze^yg J<9-

hind ; &c.

Although several of those words do occur in Iranian authors, yet

we generally find them used in peculiar places, as in rhyme, where

it was difficult to avoid them ; or in order to prevent repetitions, <fec.

, The following peculiarities appear to be limited to the Persian

spoken and written in India.

a. Words have peculiar meanings. Examples—JJ^j-^T, the same as

^w satisfied ; "^^jy^,^^, leavings ; ^^iOJOJ^j^^j absence for »^-Hj^ ; cU-^ misl a
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set
J
the same as Xj>j

;
«XxLa. a (made up) coat ;j^JiU., the same as (^^^

or wjy^J'La. ff sweeper ; o^J haraf, often pronounced i«?y, ^^<9 (for

s«o«9 / ^^^^ vide Villi. Diet. ; *^^ a flattering title applied to

cooks, tailors, &c. ; (S^^ hemp for \S>-\\ y^^i<^ afternoon ; j^^^ for

<)^^^ > u^^^ despairing ; jjj^iS^ ^ closet, for iSJJfj^ ; "^^J Kabul

and Persia* ;
*^Lk the royal exchequer

;
^jl^ and <-^ tar/c the catch-

word at the bottom of the page of a manuscript
; j^j^, vide Vull.

Diet.
; j^^^, vide Vull., also board given to a poor student who is to

teach children in return
; ^^ 1. a province, 2. the same as j|:>Aj^

an officer in charge of a province ;
^^L^j, the same as j!ji*-^L«»;, an officer

commanding a troop
; ti'J^t, vide Vull. ; 251^^:^ J^l^a. without reason.

h. The word ^^ is pronounced Ice, not kz. This seems to be the

old form jL, still preserved in ^^(^. The Iszafat is pronounced e,

not I, and e in cases of words ending in 8
; e. g., i^-^ «5^Jl-^ khanah e man.

The word »Ujb is pronounced «li^b badshah, as »>b pdd in Hind,

means crepitus ventris. Similarly do the Persians use the form ^|
(a prick to urge on an elephant), in order to avoid the Hind. ^j*^\

which sounds, as Rashidi observes, like jjm/i^T . Other Indian pronun-

ciations are—<.sUj palk 2ii\([ palaJc for pilk an eyelid ;
<d^9J JlgMn the

same as A-'LJ
, for fuyhdn ; ^_yiJ' for ^j^', already observed by Abul-

Faszl in the Kin i Akbari. Words of the same class as^^, e. g-, j-6-»

a mistake, j^ a satire, ^j^j a revelation, ^_J*^ exertion, have lost

the jazm and are pronounced 'of6, hajo with the <J^s:^ jlj, the

accent being on the penultima, but sa^i^ ivalii with the accent on the

ultima.

c. Peculiar forms are J:*i\<^^ J^S^ij, tA)^ (the first and last occur

in Abulfaszl), for^yl^^Jo, i^^.j, (^jk^ the ending ish being properly

restricted to nouns derived from verls ; (J^j^ for c54/ acidity

;

^jU^ (derived from u"^), for cuxxj^f humanity
; ^^^, o^^ ^^

jjHH^ a groom, for jj*JL«
j a plural «u^| ajinnah ghosts ;

A^s:-*^ a

pack of cards, for i^Sisr^
;
olsr^ for oLs"^, vide Vull.

; ^^^^j^,

* Vullers has at least half a dozen blunders in his dictionary, all

arising from his ignorance of the meaning of this word. Thus under

J^l, in his Corrigenda II, p. 1558, No. 2, in regione Kashmir *JiS^jjxJi*S
^

a blunder for ou
^|J j jA^-i^S' Kashmir and Persia j also sub o^^Aiixa^ APa^*.

I, p. 546 ; s. cJiy^ci J.^ I, p. 578, &c. Now-a-days in India, <^*>y5r meaug

Ewojpe, esp. England. ^.\a
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LS^^jk^y L^^"^ (Abulfaszl), for ^J^)^, cr'^/t^j i^s^'^y ^^^^ ending

^^t not leading to an adject, form in J5
;
^^^^ and aJ^^^ a mongrel

;

Aj^^Uj u^^i for J$^tA5 t_^^t ;
*J ^1 for ill ; ^h ^^ for aJ-'i ^^^^ a proper noun

;

aJ^JjV foi' "^^-^^r^ ; cA^'-^ for 4ji^
;

(_5-Mti>/cU. a ivardrole^ for c;ttX/cljs.
^
AJl^J^

afine, for AJUo^
;
jyll'l ^j for^^)t ^Jj; Jj^l ^iU^ and^i/| ^U^ for

i^^'^\iS^^*^ ^11^^ J^^^IlS"'^^; ^L?'-^ for olj^
;

A^jj*^ f^^' ^Ji)^^ '>

c;($j^ for u'^^, a shop
;
^\_3^ for (^jtj^

;
^^j-^ for aJ-^ a certain dish ;

&*^0 foi'
f^'^^ir^' > (^-H:-*^ ^je/^re, for /^t^'"^ ; i^-^]"^ for p^ ;

'^\y^'^ for

^Is:-^
J

&*x) for ^ ; ^4;^ for Ij^
; ^^^ for ^^=^.

d. In words beginning with T, the Madd is often omitted ; as j^^f

pickles, ^;X«j| lining,* (^^\ sleeve, o^^-jt canvass, J^^Uj ready, U.J^i|

a royal order, j^l a distiller, for jUfj^X^f, <^^T, J^^^t, LsL«.JJfj jl<jf.

^. After a long vowel we often find a vowel elided ; as cj-tj^'^

dfrin-f for the Iranian afarin, isj^^ maulwi for maulawi, (_5^^l^l dmddgi

iovdrnddagi^ ^d^jj'^posMdgiiov^osMdagi, A/^Uk klialgahiox Jchdligahj

C«>jf dzManf for dzhadan.

f Two Sakins are avoided ; as «>-U^j| arjamand/o?* arjmand.

g. The Persian letters t-^,
^, ^j ^^^ used instead of the Arabic

ci", 5-, v-j ; as in ^i^^-^, *^j-^-^, U-^l^l, for (^iiK^^ Aj^x^^ idj>a5J(
;
y^t^

yJ, for w-w«5 and v-*) ''^"^for A^s:-^
;
A^l^j> for «^-^J^

; -^y^ for ^y^.

h. The Tashdid of many Arabic words falls away, as ^\y nawdb

for nawwdh an (Indian) Nawab
; '&fd, pi, cut;i, an atom.J

i. The following pronunciations are very common, though gener-

ally prohibited in the Dictionaries

—

^\ja. khizdn autumn^ for \i>\j^

khazan
;
Jljvi dirdz§ for the Persian ^ara^long; &J^ shamhah, Riid

even sliumbah\\ Saturday, for «SLu^ shambih ; j^^pioldtv, and even j)lj^,

a well known dish of rice, meat and spices, iov j^^, paldtv. The modern

* Entered by Yullersas Persian. It is Indian.

f So in many Persian Dictionaries written by Indians.

J There is a curious mistake in Vull. Diet. I, p. 378. Burhan, whom Vullers

copies, has o*a«| J$ti«vof ^jJaXJ ^ CijI^S j *iaaj ^^^jj*^ ^CiSj
j
but Vullers does

not observe that AkiiJ and otji (the Indian printer of the Burhan left out the

Tashdid) are synonymous, reads oiji, for the A. cs>^S,and translates canities

m anteriore capitis !

§ Vull. also has dirdz, although Burhan gives clearly jL«.J (jjjj^ namdz.

II
Vull. also has Six'xMt.:s^ panjsUambak I, 375. b., and Aax^A.^ sihshambah

II, p. 351, whilst in other places ho has correctly shumbih.
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Persian and Tiirkisli have j^ pilaw. cAijj^i cliuwesli,* for darwish

a heggar ; ^^Uj nimak salt^ for namah ; i^yt^ nimkin, adj., for

namakin ; J$l^ gawali a witness^ for i\j^ giiwali
; ^ girali a knotj

ior girih ; j^c>yo luazdur wages, forjjisyo muzdur; <i^[^ kagliidz ^Mj^er,

for «>i(^ kagliadz.

k. A great number of Arabic words are universally wrong pro-

nounced in India ; as ^t*Ji qil'ah a fort^ for qaFali ; cuxsUil

qaiamat the resurrection^ for qiyamat ; Axki q^afah^ for qiVah ; t^jj^

'uri'is a hride, for arus ; ^s* liijr separation, for liajr ; J-sr^ 'ijz weak-

ness, for ''ajz ; ^) rija liope, for raja ; l^ fiza space, for fazd ; ^j

raza contentment, for rz^a ; vJ;^ i'^^ ^ pocket, for y«^5 ; c.Ij^ ghaids

for gliias /ic//? / v''t^ sJiahdb for shihdb, a meteor ; cu^-aii '"acmat c/i«5-

</^y, for «f;wa^ ;
^yo mauqa' for matiqi' ; ^y^ mausam a season, for

mausim ; A-^Jp* khimah a tent, for kliaimali ; c^Lsr*' shuja'at hraverg,

for shajd'at ; oJ»U.-2>' liimdqat for hamdqat, folly, j^/aJ' qayur a fault, for

quQur ; o^JjAc 'aqiibat for hiqiibat, punishment ; c;**^^. hasJimat

pomp, for hishmaf ; <^^ jinnat paradise, iorjannat.

I. Peculiar spellings ; as j*U>^j| for /l^^JI
; j^ forj^j

; J^^ for

«ij^. Proper nouns are often written together, as ^_^l*ijj«s:i. for

^^ ij-i-*^. Simikrly, Jc^a^I^o for Jdi^^^l^
;

(}^l*J «!^-^| *UJt f for

J^Uii aJJ| .s-U. ot
;

^i^-i«-Aa for ^JU-J^-iwo consisting of; ci>^s:->f for

o^^^^cjT
; v^^j ^<^^'i^, «Xs^«i, J^o^xAj^, for w^'^^, Asr^^^i, &c.

Ficvcrsely, UxJLiUw^ U^^^^a^^jj^lAc, for l-g-'l-^, l^jj^^^jj^Ls. Also, Lo^ for

\l^y° \ P^ l^(^ppy for j*^ khurram, c;U-=»j for er*^j-

^;j. Barbarous forms; as L5>t^5^U'-^) ^'-^v? ^'^ 5oo^5 for L^Lii";

jLsr^l ^i^ for Jl^l ^jX ; e^;^ mucliarrab greasy
;

j«iAJ| AJUi ^Ji,

as we say the strait of Bah el Mandeb ;
«w»y firisad, for ji-w^

7i^ 5CW^5 ; «-ft^ ^w7/' for d^ qiifl, a lock
;

^lai for 4*li3
; c^J>J|^ jUi,

Hind. Uajj JUJ, for u^ JUJ.

V.

The following terms, abbreviations, tfec, are of frequent occurrence

in native Persian Dictionaries :

—

1. US^lc^^l Asadulhukama , the poet Asadi of Tiis, Firdausi's

teacher.

* Adopted by some Indian Diets., as the Ghias, on a mistaken etymology.

t Tims also in Tersian MSS.
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iS^y^ Cflj-i-^ SMwd i Tusi, Firclausi.

^j.s:^ A^ Fagih-i- Ganjawi, Nizami of Ganjcali.

Jib^\^^[^Khalldq^ idMcidni^ the " shaper" of meanings, Kamal

of Icfalian.

^jl^^ i-jJi or (j^-itl>*^l h'^i Sa'di.

LSJ^j^ ^'^j 0^' <^"-!>*^'*"'l ^^-^i or v^l <^^, Hafiz.

JJ,>3U«| j*i(^ haldm i asdtidzah (plural of ustddz), or ^x^skLo ^^^

or
*-^_;J^ (S^j*-** (*^, the pre-classical and classical poets.

In quoting a poet, the word c:^^!; rdst is often used, as cu^tj JsjIa.

Jldjiz says.

2. The Mogul emperors of Delhi are rarely mentioned by their

names, but by their laqahs.

^y^-o^^J^y Jirdaus malcdni^ Zahiruddfn Babar, 15*26 to 1530.

^JlJLct cui:^ jannat dstdni, Naciruddin Humayiin, 1530 to

1556. Jannat d&hi/dm is also used.

^ljJi>f,jwj,.c ^arsJi dsh?/dni, Jalaluddin Muhammad Akbar, 1556

to 1605.

^jKxjc^i^ jannat makdni, Nuruddin Muhammad Jahangir,

" 1605 to 1627.

^jU-ifjjMj^^ firdaus dshydni^ Shihab uddfn Muhammad Shah-

jahan. He is also called ^_^'tj eJj^il i.^>-i^Lo 9aliib qiian i sanf,

the second lord of conjunction^ Taimiir, his ancestor, being

the first. 1627 to 1658.

^^ .^is^ klmld malcdnij Muhi uddin Muhammad Aurangzeb,

1658 to 1707. Native historians prefer the name ^Alamgir.

Jyix) til^k. hliuld manzil, Qutbuddin Muhammad Mu'azzim

Shah 'Alam, also called Bahadur Shah, 1707 to 1712.

Regarding the form of tliese laqahs I may mention, that there are

abstract nouns. Thus ^y ^-h-^T t_Aj-^ means an occiopyimj of tlie highest

heaven as a resting place. Like the abstract noun &a3^ ^alld77iah,

it then becomes a title, " dwelling in heaven." Similar terms s^re

^Ko^yo mirgam makdni, dwelling with the Virgin Mary, the iiame

of one of Akbar's wiveu
; ij^^ jy nurchashmi my dear son

;
^_^(f'J^^*

qihlahgdhi mj leyered teacher; ^J^JC>s:'^ majdzuhi, pr. my attracted

one, my puprL Native grammarians call this <^ the /Kix) ^j-U gd i

mutakallim, as if ^yk(f<5^' were the same as (^ i^idxi qiblahgah i man.

We may compare our Mylord and the A. sayyidi. When these words
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are followed by a proper noun, they do not take the oJUo|j as ^yk^&Ui

,l:^i t>^3/° qiblaligalii Muhammad Ghaus ; but you may say j^/o^^(filji

qibLahgahi i man. Simihxrly the word i^i^, handagi does not take

the Iszafat, wlieu followed by the name of a Wall or a Shaikh, whilst

other titles, as cj^c^, o^yciXa., c;l^Xo, &c., take the Iszafat.

3. cuiJ lurjhat means, 1. a dictionary ^ the same as ^^^ ; 2. the

wordfi of a dictionary are its c>l*^
; hence you may say ei>l*J-^i<*-a^ or

o**JJ|tJi-ii' J 3. language^ as ^jG cuiJ, although in this sense the

word uIj) is preferred ; 4. « particular form of a word. You say

U^jl jt o^^l^AiJ Luo| usta is anotherform for avestd.

^U 'aZ«;;i, a class of words. You say, j^^j is j^.^jj J^ J I, be-

longs to the same class as riidbar, i. e., to the nouns ending in jb

hdr.

;^A|^i. liXvs ^j|j this requires a proof.

X*i-i <£i-*.J^ c^jjj ^Mjb j^^AjjjJi, this meaning is supported by the

following verse.

<^jS ^lAji ji^ oj^ LS'^-iAj j<^f the author of the Farhang says,

E-ashidi says.

ftU.v» sam4\ and j/cUJ tasumu\ verbal information regarding the

correctness of a word, obtained from the cjbj <-^*l ahl-i-zaidn, the

Natives of Persia, or from an ^IX«.t ustdd. The same meaning

has the phrase *J^>J:J
(Jf'J^^"*'"^ ^43 ^' 3'-

te*"' lahjah provincial pronunciation. You say

duMn is the Indian pronunciation of dukdn,

tjjfi ^urfoY 0)t*3 ta'Aruf, usage.

L^s:^-* taghif an error in spelling.

vJu^s^ tahrif an error in the meaning of a word.

JUsUi fa-ta-amm\l or ^^li fa-ajham^ reflect, be careful, pay

attention. Lexicographists often use this phrase after explaining

a difficult verse.

5>i3 tatahhu* or oa«^ tafahlmg lexicographical criticism.

4. The following grammatical terms are noticeable

—

iS**'J^ l5^ ^^'
t^*^)^"' -5'-?j ^^^^ same as tJ^^s-^^b, <J^v^-?'J*

}$*i3, the same as oyJ^^ ; e. g., S$.bJ |*J;5r-* *3.x»-2^jt, " pronounce

i'jt arjmand with a jazm above the ^, and not arjamand.''
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The woxiijazm is never used in Persian Dictionaries, sujcun being the

usual word.

Every alif in the beginning of a word is called ^^ ; hence in

spelling .iLLwl, you say >!>y^^ /^, baszamm-i-hamzah, not baszamm i

alif. And in spelling v^'f? joii would say J^jjJ lS^^ i •-ft-'l j ?>*^ f^-'

The sign is called "iy^ Jl^ shahl-i-liamzah. This explains

the phraseology of Bh. under l^«a. G\iih.Ydi\ pink, where he says :

—

'' The word f;-6-^, when pronounced, has an alif and a ya-i-tahtani,

<j>(8^^j but you must not write them." The sign of the hamzah

above the "i cannot be left out, as Vullers has done, p. 605fl^. Similar

words are ^^J^^, i^^^ of the same colour as theyi^^A^^t/i-pigeon, 1^,
i^j^. The spellings ^5^^, j^-^, t^^'f;^ are Indian, and not

considered good. This corrects several mistakes in Yullers' Lexicon.

Regarding the shakl i hamzah in words as ^?^, j-*^? ^c., vide the

author's Prosody ofthe Persians, p. 14.

In Lucknow and Delhi prints we often find a shakl-i-harazah above

the silent 1$, asj|<>AJ j l<^,\y^ for j\<^^.j ^'H^L?^. This pedantry is also

recommended by the grammarian 'Abdulwasi' of Haiisah. Another

absurdity of modern MSS. and prints is the spelling lJUj for Axb,

though Gliias approves of the former.

The letters of the alphabet may be treated as masculines or

feminines
;
you may say ^^silxi ^j-x^, or ^^siy^ i^^- For ^^y^j^

cjliair manqutaJi, you may say *kAJ^, or iaaJ,i_ henugat.

The word *jU/ kinayali is followed by the prep. Jl, in imitation of

the Arab. ^. You say :

—

" The sorrowful heart of a poet is compared to the plaintive nai^

VI.

Among the Dictionaries printed in Europe, I shall only mention

Johnson's Dictionary and Yullers' Lexicon Persico-Latinum Etymo-

logicum.

It is difficult to make a comparison between the two, as the objects

of the compilers are different. In point of usefulness, Johnson's work is

the better of the two ;* it is eminently " the translator's dictionary." It

* Vullors does not think much of Johnson. Ho chisses him with Castelli,

Meuinski, and Kichardsou, and says :
—" Horum enim opeium accurata compa-
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does not pretend to be a critical dictionary, which Vullers does. Johnson

gives Arabic words, in which he is exceedingly exact, as he had good

sources ; Vullers has only a few. The Persian words of both Dic-

tionaries contain a great number of words and meanings that never

existed, and many wrong spellings, because both used the B. and the

Haft qulzum—works which compilers ought not to use. But the

number of mistakes is greater in Vullers, because he has used other

bad sources, as shall be shewn hereafter. On the other side Johnson

has given many meanings derived from the study of Persian writers,

in which point Vullers is sadly deficient. Again, for the Isti'mal-i-

Mutaakhkharin, Vullers is better, as he has used, from the middle of

the letter ^, the Bahdr i 'Ajam.

For those who use Vullers' Lexicon, the following remarks may be

of use :

—

The words marked in Vullers

C. (Castelli).

C. ex pers. vers. V. Test, (words taken by Castelli

from some version of the Old Testament).

C. ex G. I do not know what this means.

F. (Farhang-i-Shu'iiri).*

M. ex F. (words which Meninski took from the

Farhang-i-Shu'uri).

and B. in app. (the appendix by Captain Roebuck) are

nearly all doubtful.

As examples of words marked C, G. ex pers. vers. V.

Test.^ and G. ex G., I shall mention—JJ^i^^t, a blunder for J5»i^'
;

^piaJI
;
jljl and (^}\j\ ; (iJJjl, a blunder for <^jj\ ;

c^U^f, a blunder for

ubf ;
«;JIj

;
^JJj^lj, a blunder for AJL|^L>

; fi^j^. ; (^'^j^. ;
?>{3^J, ^

mistake for a compound ending in Xjlj
; i^-^j}^ ; ^^ ; (^^i^-i

; ^^
a blunder for ^Lij (which itself is doubtful) ;

t^i^i^xj
;
<xAs^

^
(JuVjjI^

;

u*"^ 5 J^^j^ '> '^^y. ; ^'^iri ; *^-i^ ; ^^, a blunder for t^l-J
5
ji^

;
or,

to take another letter of the alphabet,—(j:>»i^
;

^^^^a-^
;
Axi

j
<Xx<i

;

ratione cnm primariis fontibus ipsis [B. and HK. ?] facta edoctus sum, permultaa
in iis significationes esse allatas, quae in falsa et perversa interpretatione

exempli primarii nituntur indequo utpote falsas prorsus esse delendas." De te

fahula narratv/r.

* I mean those words marked with the letter F., which Vullers did not find

in B., Bh., HK., SHL.
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The MS. of the Farhang-i-Shu^uri^\\iQh.Y\A\QY% used, must have been

the worst possible in existence. Bat I do not think that the Dictionary

itself is trustworthy. As I have seen no copy of this Turkish Dictionary,

I am merely guided by quotations in Vullers which mention the

sources from which F. extracted. As F. used the Sharafnamah, Far-

hang-i-Jahangiri, Suriiri, the Majma'-i-Khani, his Dictionary ought to

be a model. But F. has not made a proper use of his sources, and gives

hundreds of words from them, which are nowhere to be found in the

numerous and most excellent MSS. of FJ., Sur., Sh., &c., in my posses-

sion. Thus the references of F. in Vullers to the Farhang i Jahangiri

under v^j^lj, c;Uj^, r'H^' f^Ji^ ^^^ wrong ; my MSS. of the FJ.

contain neither the last three words, nor the absurd meaning of the

first. So likewise F.'s references to Suriiri 's Majma'ulfurs under

vfj;>j^, *iir^,* ^^H, ^^^.^ *H?^j ^^ji- *^'^ 5
Suriiri contains

nothing of the absurdities ascribed to him. F.'s references to the

Sharafndmah under <DSxLi:^. Jlj^J^ .ij^J
;
and to the Majma' -i lucjlidt

i-Khdni under c)-^-i^_^l, j>^^, i3^^j ^^^'^ entirely fictitious Nor

did Burhan find the above words in his MSS. of the FJ. and Sur.

These are examples taken only from words beginning with v ^^ and

At least one-half of the verses copied by Vullers from F. have

neither sense, nor metre ; and it is a matter of surprise, how Vullers

could have entered them at all. Examples :
—

jj^l^a.;iJ|j locus munitus. F. ; e. g., in hoc versu ^J^^ ds^'^\—
iij\j^d3\ ^4 oj^J-S" (*jl«>'-> «,'!; ^^ i^ ii^z\ (^^.)

This is a blunder for 8;[j---2^t^t. F. did not observe the curve of the

letter ,^ sin after the ^.f Bh. quotes ^^^ (metre hazaj)

}5^|^^^,iJ| oj^ Jr^ j*;toJ 8jl<J ^J ^^%^ ^^i\ ^^

}

^j*^b. Read in Daqiqi's verse lJ^J|«i^ God !, for «XJ^ t^i^^ ;
and for

the absurd verse of Shams-i-Fakhri read (metre hazaj)

" Thy enemy has fallen into a mire like a lame ass, laden and left

without help."

* For <iX» ubuojj jLL«^ as given by Vullers, Sur. has correctly

t Similarly Vullers on p. vii of his preface, in the fifth note Aaj*. Iiibhuhu

for A-^--*^ hashuhu !
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j^,. Vullers' verse from the Shahuamah is given in Rashicli as

follows :

—

J^S^. ^t )^i\ 4^*4 <^'^_^. sJi^, j*^3 ^jt^ |*U- Si

4_pju^ hurinish. Vullers quotes from F. the following verse of Nizami

—

and says :
—" in quo tamen falso et contra metrum legitur {J^y

[burinish], quod e conjectura in (J^^, [burrinish] mutavi." But by this

conjecture^ Vullers makes the second foot t^j*^ maf^ulun ,

instead of ^y^ fa'iilun v^ I My MSS. read correctly

jImJ. In the verse of Amir Khusrau read (Ja.j j*i instead of Vullers'

JLa^jyi, and translate :— " How may a weak man get rid of his frame of

clay; an elephant even is helpless when he sticks in the clay." The

fourth meaning in Vullers is quite useless, as •i'^J^^b is an adjective,

and the same as the jLii^ of the fifth meaning.

ijLxij 3) perturbatio. For Vullers' verse from the Shahnamah

read :

—

Again, Vullers' words 2) in hoc versu ejusdem poetae are wrong, as

the verse quoted belongs to jla^^lji »H^, but not to ^J^JJ ^_^-^LHt, F.

having changed the order of the meanings given in the FJ. The fifth

meaning is very likely wrong, as the MSS. read the second miyra'

(metre muszari')

13. Vullers p. 408, a. For the verse of Shaikh Auhadi read (metre

khafiQ

where some of my MSS. of the Jam i Jam read j\jfj^ ^-^ J-^.

" He (the king) writes out at once a money order, when he (the

paymaster) pays him (the poet) out of the two loads of money ordered

by the king, only half a load."

The verse quoted for the fifth meaning, is given in good MSS. of

H^fiz as follows (metre Mutaqarib)

—

.iJuo
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'' Where art thou, singer, strike up a tune ! By His unity, strike

up a tune !" Vide also Vullers' Lex. I. p. 920 a., under 13,^. But tliis

verse belongs to Vullers' sixth meaning. Again, in the fifth meaning,

my MSS. give the second micra' of Katibi's Ruba'i as follows :

—

^J^. For the verses read—

ii^ Uj >«iii' L^i ftjj L^^y y. iJ^ij *-^ j^i,

but there are a few verses intervening between the two. The two

causatives o*>jJl^J^^ and jj 4>j^^ may safely be entered in our

Dictionaries.

j3. For the first mi9ra' of Hakim Sozani's verse read (metre

hazaj) :

—

'' I do not want to eat the goznut, because, &c., where jyt^y^JJI is

old for c^f^-gJ JI-" Old Persian poets often use \j after the prepositions

The words extracted by Vullers from F.— I mean again those

which are not at the same time marked with B.—are very extraordinary.

Examples:— *J^t and •'^Ht^t; j\fy\^ a blunder of jl^^I
;
^bf

; %yj ,

for ^1; jl^f;3Jti-t; cfJ>it; ^l^jt ; cJJ^jJjf; iJ^jf ; ^jjjf ;
JJ^ijf ; cJjf

for ^j}^1 ; «j^t for -s^/jlj
; v-h^T for ^Jj^of; ^T, a blunder for

^js^\
;
Al^'f , c^-jj^f and eJj-L>j^T ; JT dial. Kharizmiae, the same as

c;|*>jLk
; but it is Arabic ',j^^1 for^-^f ;

kDCy-y^^'^
;

^j-zof dmogh for cyof

dmurgh ; (Jjf i^nwA;, a blunder for «^T abuk
; cJljf a blunder for J|;(jf, the

re and Ae having been drawn together ; k^^^'i the nonplus idtra of a

Persian Infinitive
; jj-*f ; ^^^T and »^->jT ;

uLvjf ; Infinitives as ii^tio^^f

cj.>j3j^fj (jj.jjAAj'fj and hundreds more, for <^^yf, ^^'i^^'\^ &c. F.'s

Infinitives, though perhaps correctly formed, have been invented by

grammarians in usu tironum^ but they ought not to be given in a

Dictionary
;
just as *Lj ta vacca qucs semper mulgetur (Vull. p. 408),

*C> sa vivum facit omne (Vull. p. 495), &c., were invented in tcsu

ah c dariorum on the C for cow^ D for dog principle !

As the above examples are at random taken from the first sixty-five

pages, Persian scholars may estimate the number of useless words and

blunders in Vullers' Lexicon.
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Nor is Vullcrs happy in liis et3nnologies. The reference to pisang

under »-^w>j p. 243, may be learned ; but a date-palm is not a

plantain-tree. (3^/^, p. 249, does not come from patricius^ but from

patriarch. Under J|;ilj hddrah hastiness, p. 162, Vullers compares

ij rah with i\j rah, mistaking JJjiib for a Persian word ; but the word

is Arabic, and should be pronounced hddirah. ^y*^^'i hahshi, p. 197, is

quoted as belonging to a lingua exotica, but it is Persian, and the same as

iic^JJS ^Jl^.. Under eHi^«;^ clover, p. 221, he says, deest in ceteris lexicis

;

it is in every Arabic Dictionary
;
just as cfJJy, p, 480, is in every

Turkish Vocabulary. The Sanscrit word under /Lii-^, p. 239, may

also be very learned, but it was useless, as the whole word is one of

the FJ.'s blunders.*

Another defect of Vullers' Lexicon is this, that in case of words

having several forms, the meanings are often given under the unusual

or doubtful form. Thus, in the case of J^T and J-ij^f , where Vullers

has put the meaning to Jy^l, instead of to J^f, for which alone the

Dictionaries give examples. Examples of such displaced meanings

are frequent.

The use which Vullers has made of the Bahar i 'Ajam, cannot be

approved of. His extracts are most desultory. In hundreds of cases

he has given the least useful examples, whilst the number of words

which he has altogether omitted—on what principle, I do not know

—

is very large. We have only to compare the articles Jl^ jul, ^^ jalMd,

,^U^ janndb, j^-^, cujli^^ Ax^jj^i *^-^, t^'-^^'^j '-^^j ^^^'=^) J^i

Jl)^, ^!>^j ^Lr^j J^"^> cJ^^a-, ^yA^^A^j i^>^, ujW-=^, *^Jh^ as given

in Bh. and Vull. Bh.'s valuable notes to some of these words, his fine

articles headed A-'^, *l-J;;ioi^j JL^.^ JU-a-, &c., are entirely left out.

* It should be Ar. A^ hassdm, smiling ; Khnsrau (metre mujtass)

—

" The world which in the eyes of wise men is a book of laughter, is not

worth half a smile from the ever-laughing lip of the sweetheart"—where

the FJ. reads /LSu-j histdm, inventing at the same time the meaning a coral.

Besides it would not be Persian to say lah-i-bistdm, a coral lip ; it should at

least be i^j^U^ c-J, as you say i^je;Lsk./o «-jJ. Similar mistakes of FJ.,

adopted by B. and Vullers, are \jJ\ ulwd, a Btar, i'or A. \y\ anivd, pi. of Sj^

nau ; i^y^ joj'^w-j for the Arabic ^yi>- hojam, &c.
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In the verses and explanations quoted by VuUers from Bh. we find

the same want of understanding, as in the verses quoted by him

from F. Examples :

—

^j^jurm^ p. 513. For Jl^ l«J lalid rciz read Jl jLjJ halidr az.

^^, p. 517. Vullers has no idea of what Bh. means. He

reads ^1 f^y j^ dar tari i an, and translates /n^cfz'&ifs recentibus ; but

Bh. has \J\(^yji> dar tue dn, in the inside of which. Again by u^jJ/^

sarposh, Bh. means a lid, so that (j^^ will be the cwp or plate, and

•s^xa. the lid of it. Hence the nice verse of Tasir, which in Vullers

has neither sense nor metre (Ramal)

—

—where the two lips of the sweetheart are compared to a rose and a

rose bud, the latter resting like a lid upon the former, and the scent

of which is used by the zephyrs as provisions for their journey to

paradise. Vullers reads jl^ ddr for }\ j 6 az.

Aia^i., pp. 519 and 520, c) paedicare. For iDJ^y j*^ ji> read u^
f^\. In the verse read ^^Jl (jwJrf bish azin, for tt^JIcr^^ P^^^

^^^''>^-

^Jx:^ p. 533. Bead ^j for ^^j ; else the verse has no metre.

^^5^^:^ p. 534. Bead ^yj ru'unat silliness, for Vullers' ^j-^j

za'aunat. This verse is quoted by Bh. as a proof for the word

U^ ^^lXi.2^ jangali i yakpa, an animal of a man's shape, having only

one leg ; it is 'proverbial for its stupidity. Hence Vullers has left out

the word, but given the verse.

j^ p. 535, 3) coll. isj^ fluvius, et dicitur de aqua quam in

calamo narcissi servare solent, ut narcissus diutius in statu recenti

remanere possit. This is a sad blunder. Bh. has ^y >^ jaio-i-

nargis, a grain for the narcissus, not c5>^ ^ river. The meti-e of

Muklili9 i Kashi's verse (hazaj) shews that we have to read 'jau, and

not ju. The grain is put into the cup of the flower to keep it from

shrinking.

The reference in the fifth meaning to the Sharafnamah is also

wrong.

Thus throughout his whole Dictionary.

The mistakes in Vullers arising from his being unacquainted with

Hindustani, deserve a short notice. Examples :
—

(^j^\i p. 116, i. q., iJ^j^l. First, the madd of ^^^f is wrong

;

secondly, i^j^\ is a gold or silver coin of the emperor Akbar.
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yij^\, p. 134, English, an Englishman. The Persians and Arabs

say (j^-i^l inglis, the Hindustanis J-J^l angrez. We may compare

the modern ^jS
ff^TJ^i ^ church, with the Portuguese igreja^ and the

Greek ekklesia.

idj\ p. 140, nam. urhis cujusdam B. It is Oudh^ the famous

^^W or ^^^qi.

jjL), p. 155, a hind of wandering Muhammadan monh^ H,

VuUers might have left out this error of Richardson's. Similar

mistakes are ^^}1, c^LiLot^tj p. 29, for c->}^ ^azah and cjUL*j^ ^azahistdn ;

^Jtx^. bahhtigdri, p. 194, for isj\^^!^i pukhtahMri ;y^^^^*^. p. 197,

forji^ \^**>^^' hakhshi-i-juz, a deputy paymaster who serves under the

(J/^^^i-? hahhshi-i-Tcul, or paymaster-general
;

j^^*>J, p. 204, for

^r^i>J badsanj, as you say ^J^(^^^ kMishsanj, graceful
; iSj^j*^.

badzrgari, p. 207, for isyjy. barzgari, or LSj^^jy. barzahgari ; IJ^,

p. 239, an Indian spelling for &Ju*j bastah ;j^i^J bashgir, p. 246, for

j^lT^ peshgir ; (3% beUtq, p. 303, for (3% yeldq ; <^^ and

J^^^^JXJU, p. 323, for u^ and J-^J^-^, &c.

A^l^, p. 269, nom. magnae urbis et olim metropolis in Hindiistan.

This absurdity is supplied by F.

*1«J, p. 287 ; the extract from Richardson, with the exception of

the meaning, a violin, is correct. The word is Hindee, but occurs very

often in Indian Historians. It is a purse of money kept at court for

paying alms, rewards, &c.

^^yhulach, p. 279 ; this should be <Jj^^ pulaj.

A^^J p. 384. This is the Hind. ^^ ipold, a word often applied to

fruits.

^^^JjJ, p. 406. This is the Hind, term for puleoc communis.

J^AJjj p. 465. 3) nom. arcis in Hindustan. B., nomine jy^^<:)j

zantamhur Celebris, F. This absurdity is, of course, supplied by F.

It should hejj^J^j rantanbhur, as correctly given by FJ., or Rintam-

bore.

s^y tob, p. 475 ; VuU. does not understand the Hind, (jl^ thim, a

piece of cloth of a fixed number of yards, Germ, eine Webe.

^^ p. 521, the same as ^^>^, a squall.

^bful^^, p. 543. Vullers in his extract from Bh. writes ttuice

cjl^ariU* shdyjahdn, for ul^^Li Shdhjahdn^ the famous emperor of

India. I am afraid Vullers has not understood Bh.'s phrase
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*' It is from obstinacy that the Persians call this town Jahanabad,

and not Shah-jahanabad." The emperor Shahjahan was often ridiculed

by the Persians for assuming the title 8hkh of the luorld. Even the

then Sultan of Constantinople ( pj j^<^y^ ) made once in a letter a

satirical remark on the emperor's magniloquence, when his clever

court poet Kalim got him out of the difficulty by composing an ode,

in which the following verse occurs (metre muszari')—

" The words" M> (5 _|- 50 + 4 = 69) and o^t^ "(3 _[- 5 _|- l -|-

" 50 z=. 59) are in point of value the same ; hence the emperor has a

clear right to the title Shdhjahdn." For this clever verse Kalim

received from the aJ-^J his weight in gold, and his ode was sent to

Constantinople.

^^ chappary p. 560 ;
this word is the Hind.^«^ clihapijar.

Jlixa. chetal. p. 607, This is a mistake often to be met with in

Persian books printed in Europe. The correct form is cUjt^, with a

^yfwi. The word is spelt hy Abulfaszl in the A. A., p. 27, 1.4.

Nor is it a iiuinus cujjrinus, but an imaginary division of a dam, one

silver Rupee (of Akbar) being equivalent to forty copper dams.

" Accountants have divided the d/wi into 25 jetdUy A. A., 1. c.

(^Tjcb, p. 918, a coin, the 8th of a gold muhur. Thus Yullers

from Johnson. It is the eighth part of a rupee, not of a gold muhur.

^j..'t:>jvij dud dlud, p. 923, 3) n. s. nom. ma<jni oppidi in Hindustan

F. sine excmplo. This absurdity is likewise supplied by t\\Qi praeclarum

opus of F. Whoever heard of a town Duddlud in India ? It a blunder

for iibfoJjj Daulatdbdd.

J-J^, II. p. 797 ; a reference to J3^ was required. So likewise,

p. 920, under Jy, to LU^ ; and under «j^, p. 479 b., 1. 24., to IJ>«3.

Vullers is also most unfortunate with his olJL^I. As the Iszafat

of the Persians is very badly treated in the existing Persian grammars,

I trust I shall be excused for inserting here a few notes on the fakk

i Iszdfat ( OvjI^i cJ> ), or the opiission of the Iszafat, reserving some of

Vullers' mistakes for foot notes.

The Iszafat is omitted

a Alter v^'-^> j^, O'^^i c^"*^^' V^'-S l5''j« r*^*^: j^v ("^^ ^^

prose), 2l^
; as—Jo«*;^-si.Uo, JUi' v-^^-^; j^"^^^ ^^^ admiiul, ^*>3^^
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the keeper of the wardrobe ; K^ ^}^^ a passionate hiiiiter,viy«^ cT*^,

^^j (3^1-^, 25<^^ (3^^ ; (^ e;-^i5 a foe of science, Ij^^;;^*^ a foe of

decency
; (t/ V^^ ^^^^ representative of God's mercy on earth (a

flattering epithet for kings); ^i-^'^^j ivali ni'mat, a benefactor

;

'H^lJj a viceroy ; similarly, plax/^UJ one who acts for another
; ^yj^-^,

andvir^-i^r-^ ^ beautiful boyjjI^J^-J, v^L2i^^,tul^ 8Li Shahjahan,

j^j2Li a harbour-master (in poetry the » in »Li would have the nimfat-
o

hah) ; i>\y^^^ *^^ an Indian sweetheart.

b. Afterj-M., ^j^j, cjIjj^, JjI, (i^lo> ; as—u;-i!^J.^,
<3u^^)^, cu5j^,

J)Axy«, J$t^-r^> *'^*-**^'$ir*') j'-^^-cr^ the space behind a wall, *^j-^o^;*,

l>^cr^ the day of judgment, ^Ci^y^^^ leavings (Indian usage)

;

Aa.b(^UiO
y the same as ^\y^ and ^^-s

; after Jjt in v-^ ^J^ i^^ the

beginning of the night, ^jj Jjt, ulf^J^J^-^j^ c[^l the first of the worship-

pers. The last is poetical usage

—

(Sa'di) " What can be the secret of thejiyare of this idol (of Soninath,

which moved its hands), the first worshipper of luhich 1 am .''— where

the metre (Mutaqarib) requires the omission of the Iszafat after J3I. Also

»^^^/oi^ daman Jcoh, the side of a mountain, for ^j^,^\d ddman ikoh.p

c. In compounds often used (JUxL^Sj\j^ ) as,jlii^ a pomegranate
;

c^^ojT water for the ceremonial ablution
;
j^-**^ sugarcane ; c>^•^^

a night attack
;
^^fv-^ sag^dbi a seal, &c. ; for jUcU, os^:»wt,^r^<^>

•» ^ ••

&c. Thus also j^v*^ ^'^^'^
(P^**

the lustre of the face) honor, j\j^}jj

ruzhdzdr, the flourishing state of the market, flourishing circum-

stances.f Many of these words are even written in one word.

* The pretty little linen draper, the pretty little butcher hoy. As our poets
speak of Janie of the mill, the fair davry maid, &o., so clo modern Persian poets
speak of pretty boys belonging to the Trade.

f Both words are wrongly marked in VuUers' Diet, with the Iszafat. In
poetry, of course, they have the Nimfathah. V

Similarly, II. p. 759b., U?)(^ kdr i giyd, which be translates rex ; but ljj^(^,

or better US^(^,i(;i#/t the Iszafat, means regnvm, the business (^f^) of a Ia^ (not Uf)

or prince ; but USj^' '^'^thout the Iszafat, (for jl^^ljj^*) means rex, and the

derived abstr. n. ^jJ^j^ regnwn. It is plain that this abstr. noun could never

have been formed "from Vullers' U?^(^ kar i giya rex.

Reversely, A^-ijb, p. 163, mu.st have the Iszafat, hddishvHah, as correctly

given in Johnson. Vullers' remark regarding the Iszafat, on p. vii. of his
piclace, haii no seuao. •
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The Kasrat-i-Istimdl explains also the omission of the Iszafat in

names ; as, e^-ij*-*^ |*^ Ghiilam Hiisain, for Ghulam-i-Husain.

d. After i^i Inn son ; as, (Sa'di) ^J^j ti*^ ^^ jHy^^ ^^\ Atabak

Abubakr bin Sa'd i Zangi.

This is not absolutely necessary in prose. The Persians use even

the form t^|, luith the alif, when followed by the name of the father.

Hence it would not be wrong to say, ^^j OJt^ ii^-ilj^.yJ Abubakr

ibn i Sa'd i Zangi.

e. Under the influence of an alif i wa^l. This is poetical ; as

y \y^, e»^Lr«, j^^',^*^ c)^^^ ^t?,
tJl^|J^L> ; for y^\^y^ beside you,

jUJLai., yi,^ tiHs^^ L5^t? ^^^ price of such a jewel, ^\^J^;^Ij one who

reads (elegies on Husain) sitting at the foot of a banner (as used by

the Shi'ahs during the Muharram.)

f. After a hidden » (j^^^^^C^^ )• This is poetical usage, and not

found in modern poe^s ; as, Jji-vs^^A^A^ ^IJb A^j^, v'>^ ^^^jj^ *^^>
for Jtxuo s^x^jjIJIj &^j^.

g. Before dyi\ God ; as, *>>j| /lij handmizid ( {^j^^^^ ), «3)-!lt^l^

sipdsizid, the praise of God. This is poetical usage.

h. After A3, as kx^^s^ tali basit, for tah i hasit^ the dust below a

mat ; Aj^^Aj tah jur^ah^ the last of the cup.

i. After the preposition (^j ^^'towards, as,^ ^jd (^j zi dargah i tu

(Mfr Mu'izz), towards thy throne, for y x(f;^ <^j. The word (^j does

not occur after Sa'di.

k. In cu4^J^(^ kafar ni'mat, ungrateful ; AJ^cL.Jb sdlis saldsah^ a

Christian (Niz).

o o . o
1. After (^ I ; as, J^tiJ^ t^, (,5*; (^, ^j^^ e^**. This occurs

sometimes in poetry for X<3ij ^^ man i bandah^ I your slave. The Word

f^j does not occur after the time of Jami.

m. After nouns ending in alif or lodw. Thus, i^j*!^^^ hftld^d

maVun the accursed HttlaAu, ^54/* ^-4^1 Amind Harawi* iov^j*^s^^^
and e£ir* l^^^^I, which would not be wrong.

VL
I conclude this paper with a few notes taken at random from

marginal remarks made by me to several Dictionaries at the time of

reading. If it be not presumptuous on my part, I would point out that

* The Alif at the end of proper nouns is modern fraui usage. Thus \^j[s

tJAj, Laii^^ IV^, for u^jL»> ^J^\ & «
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notes such as the following in form of an index, onght to accompstny

the Persian text of every book now-a-days printed ; for the compilation

of a reliable Dictionary, based upon a knowledge of the Persian language,

must necessarily be the work of many.

o^ULit cultivated. You say dj^ cXtibf 1;^-^^^^^' be built this, town.

Also, oj^ Oliijf lM^ (*^ lirt^ li^-' ^^ built this town and called it

after his name.

AJLJbf ^baftah, made of canvass. In Indian books mostly without

the Madd. Indian Historians use the word as a noun, the same

as abdjl, canvass. The forms cufljf dbaft and *J^^T dbdftah appear to

be more in use than oJbf abaft and AJ^^f dbdftah.

,jl^^»_;f abjosh gravy. Also, dried raisins. (j5u^^ kisJimish is a

smaller kind, j^^^ miinaqqais the best kind of dried raisins. ^Jyo

mawez is a general term, dried raisins.

^^^jiyko^iA j*^f Adam i haft-hazdri. People say that the number of

inhabitants on earth at the death of Adam, had reached the number

of seven thousand.

eJJVjjT. Vullers and several inferior Indian Dictionaries maintain that

dzwrdan is wrong, and azardan correct, as the word is a contraction

for uJvijIjT. Bat lijjT az?ird occurs in rhyme with >^j^j^, <^j^, and

is analogous to Odj^ shumurdan, ^dj^ shumardan and ^sjjI^,

nJdj^* and u:>j|t>ij, c).i^A^ and o:>;l^-«», &c.

0<^^\j1 drdmidan, transitive and intransitive. You say

<^\j^ c^t^J i^ Jd, or, (^fj^ iD\'^ \j ^j^ J^.

4^t as, a millstone. You say cfy^/^j^-f lj*ic to grind corn.

*-»-**»T dseb, corporeal pain. ii;j> dard, both corporeal and mental

pain.

cTtiJjUf and i^Sj\\J^'^y^ to begin. The word is constructed with the

accusative, or with Aj r.

c>t>JoLxJf /iftdbidan, to become red like the sun. Infinitives in {dan are

formed from Arabic and Persian nouns. Examples :— eJ^H^l-is to require,

c>->-h*«^ to understand, <^sx^j to dance, (Jt^Vj^ (Niz.) to plunder,

vi;t:>A*Ij to swallow down, c^tiJj^jiis to rise (sun), tu^^-j^^ to die (Turanian

usage), a«>Ji^ to go to Mecca, uJ^J^ii^^ to go to Madinah, e)(>J;4^ and

•^^i;^'^'* to visit the tombs of 'Omar and Abubakr, ci;.>J;y^i> the same as

* For (jjiij^ij jj| . The form with the Alif occurs frequently in this

name Sirailai'lj t^Vj^ hdyazicl^ for t>j%j*j| ah'd yaziO, the famous saint of

Bistam.
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oy^ot^Js, u^J/^ the same as o^ y^, c;*iait^^ the same as

^l^^*i\ ^t^a.^ ij«^aj; the same as c^^jj, c:;«>J^^ the same as c;«5^^^1;3,

ii;OJj«IJt^ the same as t^^i^f aIJi^w^ o^i'i^-t tliesame as c>Jj •-ftJi--*,

ty'^-i*^ the same as ^^^ ijU. Khusrau (metre Hazaj)

a>^. You say o^/of^^ i_>l^^ j| to get up, and ^liij^^jCi vi?-^ jl ^o

rouse up. We might expect cJ^/of^ har-dmadan, but this is not

idiomatic. Nfzami,

—

^\j^ ^.^j <^^1j^ ^:^^Jsj. So also AA.,

p. 251, 1. 3.

e^j^jf. The compound (jy^jj j>i means tojight and ^o makQ fight.

Vide A.A. p. 205, 1. 9. The nouns ^jf dwezah and (jw>Jjj divezish

mean a figJit, a battle. Also, a fight between animals.

Jljf ay«z, or jb| %^^, or ,^b| ayas, the name of a slave of Mahmud
of Ghazni. He is proverbial in the East for his faithfulness. The

form dydz is the usual form. There exists a Masnawi by Maulana

Zulali of Khwansarf, entitled Mahmud o Aydz. Huzni of Isfahan

(metre Ramal)

•^H ^tjT J JJ'^ij <^L) &,l^j cdlj Jt J^ 0«.Af.i.Jo ^jij(^ j>j.^3:^^f^ls^J| jLjt^l

" Whether it be Ayaz or Mahmud, here (on the path of love) his

duty is slavish obedience ; love ties with the same string the foot of

the slave and the freeman."

i^] din, manner, method ; as, (Sj^\ L^-Jt^I the manner of governing

adopted by Akbar. Also, one's duties, official work ; as, O^j^^ ^\
C>j4 ^^y. j\ l:^i•^T ^[}j >^^ " If there be no kotwal, he (the

collector) will perform his duties. The plural ^J-Jt^T means orders,

laws, the same as /^•a»-l ; as, ^JMi^sui ^l.gi-xjj dinhd i muqaddas, the

orders of the king. Hence the din (singular) i Akbari is divided

into several di7is.

oLa3| ittigdf. This word is constr. with (jJ^|>> and ^. You

say Os^lvi oUaJt '^^£^Aii he possessed piety.

A^l athah, or -^^l atgah, a foster father. The latter form of this

Chagatai word is given in the Calcutta Chagatai Dictionary. As

&^j^ kokah and ^J^s^J^ Jcokultdsh, a foster brother, it often occurs as

a title. Thus c^LLa/3| atgah khan, the name of Shamsuddin Muham-

mad, whose son, Khan i A'zani Mirza Kokah, was Ak bar's foster

brother.

^Kfifcj ahkdmi, adj. In Indian writers the same as ^^^^sH nuj'um ^
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referring to Astronomy. Thus o'-Jj^^l ^„J^\ tlie same as ^Us^^;^Jo

tdrikh i munajjimdn^ the era of the astrologers.

<^j\ arshad^ superhitive of <^^j^ often used by Indian writers as an

epithet for a son.

<^j\ artaJc. The form t-^jjl urtah also occurs in MSS. A quilted

horse-cloth. The word which is often used by Indian writers, is

explained in the AA., p, 142, I. 19, as a jj^T*^ ^i^«^, a piece of

chintz stuffed with cotton.

*xs:^ <£ljjl artak i kajim, or according to the Chagatai form,

^Sit^^'jj\ artak-i-Jcejam, the quilt upon which the coat of mail of the

elephant is placed. AA., p. 124, 1 3.

»^^-»| asp. The form v^' ^^^ is the Tranian form. It occurs in

the Bostan in rhyme with c-x**^ kash, whilst no Persian poet

would rhyme kasb with asp. The Iranian Sururi quotes also several

verses, where it is rhymed with v-A^Jl^iJ, which itself stands in the

L^j^ C5^ C* «-^l cta^, not (_^jii.

The Indian Madar gives distinctly (.^jLj^^U Ij. Mirza Ibrahim in hia

grammar has everywhere asb.

j^^\ astar, a mule. Hind, y^, which word is also used by Indian

writers. Firaun was the first that bred mules. The belief in the

East is that the mule is not sterile, but dies in foaling. Hence a

mule is compared to a man who is liberal beyond his means. Khusrau

(metre Muszari')

" If the liberality of a liberal man is unnatural, it is his death, just

as the female mule dies when she brings forth a foal."* Observe also

that the metre requires the omission of the Tashdid in the word kurah.

In accordance with this idea, farmers are said to place a Aaia. over

the vulva of the mule, in order to prevent gestation, a practice to

which Khaqani several times alludes. Thus in the Tuhfat ul 'Iraqain,

in speaking of the sun, through whose agency all metals and precious

stones are called into existence, he says (metre Hazaj)

*• Through thee (0 sun), the vulva of the mule is closed with a lock

* This corrects the reading in Vullers' Dictionary, II. p. 826.
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(or ring) of gold ; and through thee the neck of the ass has an orna-

ment of rubies.

c;j>Ui| 2iftddan. The spelling CJ^jl is an ancient plena scriptio,

which in vJ>:>Li-*J| has become the usual form, although c^^iLL«[ is

pronounced. The older Indian Dictionaries, as the Sh., Mu., Ma.

mention the pronunciation aftadan as having then prevailed in India.

You say cy^\ ^,3j *^-J^Jr-i^ e;:!l it costs &, rupee ;
»>J^ "^^^j j^ e^-Jt^ ^

tijl'i o*^v ^^® takes care that the land does not fall off in cultivation
;

^:>^^^\ u-i^j land no longer cultivated ; {^j^j i^^^^\ the state of

being waste land ; >^\ ^^j J'^ j^j the secret becomes public

;

0)Lu!
(3ir*^ J '^^^ j^'*' ^^J LS^'l 'J^]j^j\ from childhood he made

verses and lived in 'Iraq, A. A. p. 251.

jLxc| aghydrj plural of j^. The word occurs used as singular, a

rival. Hayati of Gilan (metre Ramal)

•^^ J^\ \j*^ ^* t) ^^'^ii «>^*A ^^^ ^^^A Ja| ^^yt jt

" Inconstant lovers are hostile to each other on account of the

inconstancy of their love ; in true love no one has a rival." Vide

^j'y^, bulhawas. Similarly, \cys>\ a'du, pi. of ^aduww, occurs used as a

singular. 'Umar i khayyam (Ruba'i)

*' I drink wine, and opponents from the right and left cry out to me,

' Don't drink wine ; it is the foe of faith.' Since I have learned that

wine is the foe of faith, I must drink the red blood of the foe ; for

this is lawful." In the third miyra' we have to pronounce 'aditwWy

and in the fourth ^add.

,^^1 aqdas. In Indian writers the same as royal. So also (^,^soo

muqaddas and ^j*^'^ qudsi. ^^^i^ oli dzdt-i-qudsi\ the royal person.

^\j^\ ilzdm, c. Ov5^,c;.i(.i, to make a thing Idzim or compulsory ; hence

to force, to overcome, to defeat inplay. So also, c»t>^ ^r/rl)^ mulzim-

i-kase shudan = e;^^ *^ii^. 'Urfi (metre Ramal)

^AfJo JjJ^j CU--I ^j'y jiby^ |jA:k ^^> ^Ijjl ^J.ix» ^jJi* *^3^ CJ^-a-

*' When by way of play I defeat the literary writers (who hold the doc-

trine of the jauhar-ifard, i. e., the atomic theory, which the hukama

do not), the jauhar i-fard (here = the mouth of the sweetheart) smiles,

and proves the divisibility, (because the lips in smiling divide)."
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^jX^\ dlma6', a dianioud. The idea is prevalent in the East that

diamond dust is a deadly poison. Faiszi, (metre Ramal)

" Do not ask to know the ingredients of the antidote against love
;

they mix diamond dust into a deadly poison."

c^^^ a\ umm ighilan, in Persian generally c»^j^ mughilan, the babul

tree, a kind of acacia. The pronunciation mugliaila7i, given by Burhan,

is unsupported ; the word occurs in rhyme with o^-i^ Jlldn elephants.

The ashes of mughildn wood are largely used in the East for refining

gold and silver, whilst the thorns of the tree have become proverbial
;

hence Jirj.^ the dangerous obstacles on the road of love, ^airafi of

Sawah (metre Hazaj-i-salim)

" The road towards the ka'bah (of love) is forbidden ; else I would

gladly direct thither my feet, not caring for the wounds which the sole

of my foot would get from the acacia thorns of the road"—in allusion to

the law which prohibits Muhammadans from sleeping with their feet

stretched in the direction of Mecca, which would be disrespectful.

Judai of Tabriz (metre Munsarih)

^1 ^^iUi/ojlsi. jjl««^L>
^Ji^^jJ*^ jt c;'^^ (3"*^^ *-^^*-*:!i ^^^ cy^ (j^-*^

*' The beauty of the sweethearts is a ka'bah ; love the desert

(through which the wanderer has to pass) ; the obstinacy of the

wretches (the v-J^l)} the watcher), the acacia thorns of the road."

^y^l imJcdnij adj., human, referring to man. God is ^^j^j-h v-^b

necessary; man is ,^y^yhi^^^^ mumhin ulwujdd^ ^o%^i\AQ \ idols are

.i^^^l^ij^ impossible. Hence ^y^t^^^L^-S^^ human efforts.

{:^j<^\ andarin, pr. in this, within this. This word is, however, often

used as a preposition, within = j<^\. Observe that in this case it

cannot take the oJUsI, just as_yLlj hindbar, or ^^.j^^JaJ 7iazar harm, on

account of. Payami (metre Mujtass)

' I am living in a world where my Yusuf would be better in the

pit than in the bazar,"—wdiere Yusuf = life, the pit = non-existence,

the baz^r = existence.

c5^^Tj iS^^^ U7ificsi o djdqi, referring to the spiritual (anfusi)

and to the visible world (aiaqi). Hence mard-i-afusi a (ifdiji, a man

who looks upon life as something agreeable, but who at the
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same time strives to grasp the idea of Godhead. Such a man is

both ^J^^ ta'alluqi, attached to this world, and iS'^j^^ tajarrudt

(or *J^^jlj ludrastah) independent of it. A.A. p. 49, 1. 17.

iSJ^ L^j^'«*>-'l angushtari bdzi. The players sit in a circle and pass on

a ring. The person standing in the middle has to find the ring.

If he says to one ^^ 2^och, empty, whilst that person has the ring, he

is ^^jJ hurdah, defeated, and must continue searching for the ring.

Vide Vullers' II., p. 802, s. As/ kachah. Tashbihi of Kashan (metre

Hazaj)

^^ tyt; ^>.J iiH^
"-^^-^'^^

cAjjj ^^ ^>J e>W-^cjtj c^^t^ cr^' »^-«»4> j^
*' Both worlds are empty and have nothing concealed in their hands

;

/ have the ring (of true love) ; every thing else is empty."

lIj| el. Indian writers use this word in the phrase <^<^ Jb| ^^jl^fj^

the rebels became again obedient. MSS. have often J-llj tudilj pres.

part, of ufj wa-l.

(^Jf eman. The fathah of the mim is the same as the fatliah in

kafar, Hdtain, &c., for kdjir, Hdiim^ whilst the first syllable is a

common Imalah. Hence the word is a corruption of (^| dmin.

c^

^JuLb bdkhtan^ 1, to play ; 2. to lose a game, opp. 'i>i,y. burdan

to win a game. Shikebi of lyfahan (Ruba'i)

*' The world is a nard play, the winning of which is a loss ;
skilful

nard playing consists in being satisfied with a low throw. The

world resembles the two dice of the nard play—you take them into

your hands to throw them down again." Payami (metre Ramal)

" Fate cheats in play and takes back what it lost ; one cannot play

with a companion that practises such tricks."

Observe that in the first example, the word ^_^*»J 7iaqsh means the

dots on the dice. The dice used in India are rarely cubical, but long,

because the four long sides only are used.

y^j^ bdrgir, the same as y^' "*2^» ^^^*^ L^J^-i l>^>'iJh * horse.

2. A slave. Hind. <5^^ chelah, Muy. 13h. 3. ^jLj o>.

harf-i-bdrgir, an expletive particle. Tdsir (metre Muszari')

—

Ovwl^^^^j^ljj^jj^jb d)jA cj;.^
—" Like an expletive particle, pleonastic
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and merely repeated." Compare ^^ ^^, which has the same meaning.

j\}ii hdzdr. This word is often used in the sense of a noisy place,

Hayati of Gildn (metre Ranial)

O'.-jJ j(^^ e^bj b=S!) «>Ju <lj wJ vi*^ jtjb jm ^^jI Oa^I (J-S^p ^^^

*' This is love's lane, but not a bazar ; hush, you must not talk here."

cuibjb hdzydft^ stoppages, a fine. Synonyms are, ^\j^ tdwdn, AJt«^

jurmdnah, ^^^J>^ sarshikan, *j:^^[^ ffhardmatj ^jivasza\siiid o»-wt^i^b

Idzkhwdst. The last word is a general term and may also mean a de^

mand for rendering a satisfactory account ; «>^«»t^j'^ jjy roz-i-hdzkhwdsty

the day of reckoning ; ^1^ jK/^ o^tj^jb hnzkJiwdst-i-sarhdr i

wdld that which is due to the state ; hence taxes, ^^y^, ciaxi^^j, cJtjl3

signify a fine ; you say ^}\ ^^ &JU^
;
oibjb and ^^ mean

stoppages^ deductions from salaries, &c. You say c;b*JL» ^aU jui

:^yU ^::^"bjb three months' wages of the grooms are deducted

;

»iyi ^j ^^1 j\ <!lUaU ^k^^ /^v the fifth part of the monthly

allowance of the Amir is stopped ; ojUJ oibjb jJUf^ IjltiJb cUU
the collector makes a deduction according to the difference in weight

(of coins brought by the peasants). The meaning ^l^ '^^bjb in

Vullers (from Richardson) is doubtful. S^iarshikan is generally used

in the sense of military stoppages to which a whole squadron is

condemned. For example, A.A. p. 283, 1. 13 :

—

*' If a trooper be found to be without his horse, he (the faujdar)

gives him a new one, charging the price to his squad in equal propor^

lions."

jUJ|^ hurdngdr, the right wing, J^ qol the centre, j^jy^ cliu-*

rangdr the left wing of an army. These are the usual spellings.

Other forms are j^\jj^ burangar, j^*^ burungar, as in the Chagatai

vocabulary published at Calcutta, and j^jy. br^ngdr (as in Zenker's

vocabulary). For j'*JI;j-^, we also find jli^jy>>,jw^angdr, with ajtm.

Vullers' form j^\j^ jaivdngdr^ with a ivdw^ is not in my dictionaries.

Another Turkish word often used by Indian writers, is fy^^charkJicht

an avantguard ; a foraging party. As the article in Vullers, p. 569,

has no sense, I transcribe part of the article in the Muyt. and Bh.

" The word charJchchi occurs in the book entitled '^lam-rara, by
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Sikandar Beg, in the sense of fauj i hardwalj an avantguard. Asr

(metre Hazaj)

*' If on the day of battle thy voice is the avantguard, the opponent

is easily defeated by the Muslims." From some commentary I have

copied the following passage

—

Hence a foraging party. As VuUers did not understand Bh., he

might have left out his etymology. Tlie word is connected with the

T. fc-^;-^ cliirik and *^^^ chiriJc^ vide Vullers, I. p. 572.

The T. i-(j^ bulokf a troop, is likewise of frequent occurrence ; only

the pi. is not hulokdn, as in Vullers, but e«(<^ bulokdf.

LS^J'^j'i burd o bdi, or is^j'^y. burd o pdi, or dyjij^, bdioburd.

This word, which is often used by Indian Historians, means betting

on fighting rams or other animals. The margins of MSS. genernlly

explain it by the Hind. OaJcxjU, which has the same meaning. 1 tlo

not know the meaning of <^b hdi. At the courts of the Mogul emperors

betting on animals was carried on to a great extent. Akbar had to

pass several limiting laws.

{:y^y. barhaman. In the poetry of Hindustan and the later poets

of Persia, the Brahmin is enamoured of the ^^ ganam, in the same

way as the nightingale of the rose ; the atom {^j^) and the chamelion

(U^A.) of the sun ; the Ali.LJj or the jj^^, of the^j;-*« sariv ; and the

moth of the candle. The following verse is sufistic (metre Ramal)

—

•

" In reality there is no difference between the lover and the object

loved—idle thinkers speak of the idol as distinct from the Brahmin."

The verse requires the pronunciation barhaman, not brahman or

harahman.

(^c>Jo bughdi, a kind of camel of high cost. So ShaJcsp. It would

be more correct to say dromedary. The Bactrian camel with two humps

(f^^^jS dokuhani) is called in T._^, j^y., or, jj*J bughur. The latter

word is used by Indian historians, but is often confounded in the MSS.

with the Arab ^*J ba'ir, Zenker's Turkish vocabulary gives the plena

scriptiojj-e^, but he translates a dromedary^ instead of a Bactrian

camel.
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crj-4^ lulhawas. It is wrong to derive this word from the P.

prefix lIj huJ much, as some Indian grammarians and lexicographers

have done, wliose opinion Vullers adopts. It is another spelling for

,^^4^1^. This is also confirmed by the fact that but bulhaivas occurs,

and not bulhos, whilst hos is a Persian tayarruf of the Arab, haivas.

Again, the few real Persian compounds with bul are all ancient.

The personel of Persian love poetry consists of the J^Lc, the ^^^MSJOy

the *i>^li qcigid^ the v^j '^'^qib (or ^^^-^^ or ^^^^^ mudda'i) who watches

over the ma'shdq, and lastly, outsiders. Among the latter are those

who are (^]j zdhid abstemious, indifferent to love, and those who are

U^y^\y. bulhawasj who possess no (3*^, but (^j^ haivas, 'Ishq is

*-^!^'*t5^ ^cit^uzzawM constant ; haivas is transient, J\jjj^\ tLr^ sari^

uzzawdl, though passionate.

t^^-jjj bish more. This word is followed by j\; j^. i^^ jlcA-Jrf more

than a hundred times. But jt may be left out, when (Ji»x) stands after

tlie numeral ; as (J^^, ^b »>^ more than a hundred times. A hundred

times more would be ^^»i jlj <^*^ yad bar i digar.

V

(^b pai. In pre-classical Persian we never find ^^b, <^jj, isyi^ and

Imperatives as ^5!^^, c^^-^? &c., without the 4^. During the classi-

cal period the (js is often thrown away. In modern Persian the

forms without the (j* are the usual forms. Hence the modern adjective

wL«.=wb pa-hisab si^Zy'ec^ to rendering an account^ in the Indian phrase

(j^y^-.l'^^b
\j ^ , Similarly, taxes are the cuxLLj Jjb plranj i

saltanat. In compounds, when (^b is not followed by a genitive, the

shortened form f^^,fai is often preferred ; >i^ ^^^ tJti^J (j^^y*> not every

one cares for it ; ^:^y, j'^Jr*^c5v *^ S^ straight at a thing, to understand

the essence of a thing ; oj^-j ^^^-aii+J ^^ to strive to reach the

goal ; but cJ.yi^'l c^j^- {J^j^ cfb, the same, ^^b occurs also

adverbially^ under, the same as cjbb ^^^ or o^j^ dar taht ; e. y.,

i>***jy ^yCjA ^IJ 4^b jitxlx^s-^ j4b the collector writes the name of

every Tah(;ildar below the name of the village.

*^^j^Ji V^io gosht. What YuUers has copied from Richardson is

wrong. The word means \ flesh, and is the name of a regulation of

the emperor Akbar by which he wished to determine the fatness, or

otherwise, of an animal in proportion to the quantity of food given, vide

A.A. p. 163. jb is Hind.
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s^jj) parcliah^ for a^jIj. This form I have only seen in Indian

writers. The author of the Mir-at ul 'alam uses it frequently.

X^J pardaJi means 1. a screen ; 2. the place behind a screen

;

hence erJt'^^'^ a woman of good family ; X»3^ j(i behind the

screen ; 3. the thin membranes in limes, pomegranates, &c., vide

A.A. p. 80, 1. 6. As jIj so does also »^ take the meaning of

the king's court ; hence, in Indian writers, (^y^ljl^^ the adorning of the

court, doing something for the pomp of the court. iSJ'^^^^ji pardah

dari a tearing of the screen, the exposure of a secret; A.A. p. 198, 1. 20.

iD<yijJ parridan and paridan. To fly. Also, to evaporate (scents).

Similarly ^^j AajU.
J|

La^^ j| ^_£^ its smell remains long in the clothes.

Scents, colours are ^,ji^ derpd, lasting, fast.

jUkc^Jio pusht khdr, a hand made of ivory and fixed to a

stick. This instrument, which is very common in India, is used for

scratching (vjtiJjIA) one's back. A larger kind of this instrument

is used as a war club, in which case the whole, or only the

hand, is made of iron ; vide A A. p. 122, 1. 1. The shape of the

hand is either fist -like, or half extended with the fingers bent.

ciJljjU. is, of course, a back with khdrs or scratchers, hence a

hedgehog. Observe that in the Indo- Germanic languages the last

component of a compound expresses its genus, and the first its

particular properties.

Other compounds of pusht are ^_<>3c:.^i^ pusht tang, i. e., something

tight for the back ; hence, a broad girth for fixing the saddle, A.A.

p. 143, 1. 3. The word is given in Vullers, on p. 364, but his spelling

wSUxi^j pushtank is wrong, ^j^j^"^-^ pushtgarmij support, assis-

tance. Sarmadi of l9fali'dn (metre Mujtass)

" What have I done to myself in the heat of transgression {d^^i^,

as p^, '^i,, tj\j-^j, ij^^^i ^^^ ^^^^') y
with the help of God's

mercy, what crimes have I committed !

i^iij paUs, the coarse stuff used for making moneybags. The adj.

j<w^ palasi means like palds ; but the adj. (^H^^ palasm, made of

palds, as {^^^ ^'^ . The same distinction holds for j^-^^j and ^^] ;

t5«>^l^ and cH«>-c(^, &c.
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^jS:H pinjarah lattice work, framework, used for hedging in

flower beds, or as supports for creepers ( 'Sj^, bayarah*). Pieces of

wood or bamboo are stuck into the ground, at proper intervals,

and cross-pieces are tied to them. The shape of the interstices may

be varied by differently ai-ranging the sticks. In the kind called

i^rjSi*^ ja'fari^ each interstice is a rhombus, the sticks being placed

obliquely, but parallel, into the ground ; and so also the cross-sticks,

which incline, however, to the other side. In ^^s^Jo-J^ sliatranji^ the

pieces stand at right-angles to each other. More costly are the kinds

^^ girclj where the interstices present the appearance of a square with

a circle inscribed in it ;^-«»^j*^ shash-sar hexagonal, j^^^jljd duwdzdak-

sar twelve-sided. The ja'fari and shatranji may be ij^jj-t^ ghair

waglij not tied, where the sticks are not tied to each other with

strings ; the other kinds are ^J^J wagli, as strings are required.

In YuUers' article (j^yix^^ p. 517^ the third meaning is the same

as the fifth ; Shakspeare's etymology from x^ji^ is wrong.

iDlx^ pechdn, 1. twisting; 2. twisted. The passive meaning seems

to be the usual meaning. Sanjar of Kashan (metre Rajaz)

" (T come from the monastery) with the cord tied round the waist,

and the gong under my arm." Vide another example in Vull. I. p. 597,

1. 1. Similarly U»UJi shindsd knowing, and pass., known, as Aia^lxi
;

but the passive meaning is rare ; vide A.A. p. 284, 1. 7 ; \yA^

pidzird, accepting, and accepted.

A.JAJ ^j^ ^ir i pambah a scarecrow. Vullers' meaning is unsup-

ported.

^uUjj pnimdnah. The paimdnah is larger than the ^tii.

^xilj tahin, Inf. II. of ^^1 ; vide Lane's Ar. Diet. p. 9. c, a leading

on, the same as iS3j^, nairawi. Indian Historians use this word as an

ism i fa'il, J$'i»^c5'-iri^. ^ leader, pi. oIjjjG tMindt leaders, ofificers ; vide

A.A. p. 191, 1. 17 ; p. 193, 1. 1. ^^l•Jc:^i5J^ tdbin bdsM a superior

commanding officer, p. 196,1. 20. Thus also often in the Padislmh-

namah.

* VuUers has s. JJjIjj a reference to &3^ hotah ; but hotah is not a creeper ;

it is a plant capable of standing without support.
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irJ;l3 tariJcli. Native lexicographists derive this word from T-jyo

muarrakh, which is supposed to be corruption of the Pers. jjji^^

mdhrik, or Jut5j^'-'°
'^^f^h o riiz, an era, calendar ; Germ. Zeitrechnung.

Others derive it from the Arab, ^ji irdkh, the wild cow (gaw i wahshi),

an animal proverbial in the East for its stupidity. They then explain

tdrikJi as meaning the removal of stupidity, hence rendering certain,

fixing anything.

The custom of fixing the tlrikh of an event by a word, or sentence,

or a mi9ra', or a whole verse, is said to date from the sixth or seventh

century of the Hijrah. Before this, meaningless words were used

composed of the huruf i abjad. Thus in the case of Abu Sina, the

Ni^ab ucyibyan (vide above, p, 7, No. 65) has the following verses

—

djc^^y (*aiJ jt 4i./o| ^sr^ j^ Uxv. ^J^y\ (3^1 Oas^

*' Abu 'All Sina was born in jsr**'," A. H. 373, finished his studies in

Ua.<i, or 391, and died in jS^, or 427. Such tarikhs are no longer used.

The modern tarikhs are either J^-'^^yo mutlaq, or *Jj4^ ta^miyah. The

former kind extends over a whole micra' or verse, as J I
y^^i^

^j^jfi-^
(t)^ ^^-=^• The latter kind may be (^^j'^ hhariji, in excess,

when something is to be subtracted, or (^-^U ddkhili, when something

is to be added. For example—(metre Miijtass)

in which the words ^^y^\ c^yi give A. H. 1015 ; but as the maldih

subtract one alif, we get A. H. 1014. The phrase cJci-j-iii' ciJ|, or

c;ii-j^ aax-.^ ua^I, is explained by the authors of the Muct. and Bh. as

referring to a custom of lovers, dervishes, mourners^ &c., to cut the

skill of the chest, the wound having the shape of an alif.

i^f^'j^ 1*^ nam i tdrikhi, an additional name which parents give their

children, in order to remind them of the year in which they were

born—a very necessary thing in the East, where few people know

their correct age. Thus, if a Muhammadan be born A. H. 1255, he

may assume the name of ^j^^^^^ 31azhar 'Ali, in addition to his own

name, as the value of the letters when added will be found to

be 1255.

j^ tabar, an axe, a hatchet ; also a war axe. If the war axe has the

shape of a pointed wedge, like the bill of a bird, it is called J^lj

zdghnol, pr. a crow-beak. If the zaghnol has joined to it a common
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axe, the weapon is called dj-^\jj^ tahar zdc/lmol. If the axe has an

anvil-like piece of iron attached, it is called i^l^j^ tahar-tahhmdq, from

the T. (JfUiy a hammer. Under Jj^lJ in ViiUers, II., p. 106, a,,

read et securis hellicae, for et sagitlae belUcae, the Delhi edition of

Bh. having wrongJJjJ^ ^^ tir i sm-tez^ instead of tahar i sar-tez.

iXi^ tahwil, to hand over, to give in charge ; hence jl^^-^^** taliwilddr

a cash keeper. Akbar had for his household a Jl/j|t>ij^"* taliwilddr i

Tcidl, who gave advances to the various 31^ j I *iJvj-sr* tahioilddr i juz.

The latter furnished workmen, the people of the Harem, &c., with

money for which they took receipts. The tahioilddr i hull stood under

the (Ji* ^fi^\ys>. khizdnchi i hull the Treasurer General. ,J^y^^ tahivilt

deposited, handed over (money) ; hence a deposit, ^^.y^ (J^ fH i

tahwili, a new elephant waiting to be handed over to the officer in

charge of a &aJ^ halgah, (elephants which have the same value). The

word iMy^ pi. (J^j^y or o^^^-*, means also a deposit ; a " transfer"

of money.

VII.

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.
Page 5.

In the name of the fourteenth dictionary read e^ii-*^ husain, for

^X|u«»a». husaini.

In 33., several MSS. read c^^Jj^ , instead of ^^^^--e

.

Page 6.

The author of the forty-first dictionary is often mentioned in Indian

historians. He was, according to Badaoni, Qazi of Delhi.

In the title of the fifty-third dictionary translate :—" The Dictionary

of Muhammad ibn i Hindiishah Munshi who wrote to the praise ( /*Uj
)

of (the Amir) Ghias uddin Rashid." It would be against the idiom

to translate:
—"Who wrote under the name oi Gh." This would be

expressed by ti'^^J e^'^l ^^^ v-jlki-?
. Observe the final is in

^<iJj^ . The word wLia-a. in Persian, is followed by an ahstract noun ;

you say o^Lj ^_^LL ^^Ik^. he got the title of Khan; jwjXo ^\h^/^^y\yjij\\
•-2^^ j\yy^ he was honored by the title of Malik ushshu'ara. But

this is not the case with the participle •-*.i>lsr^ mukhdfah, whicli is

followed by *J and the title itself
;
you say vi-^i cjls:^ «-Ai5Lsr* he got

the title of Khan; i^-^ \j*^h ^^iU^ ^JsLs^, &c. The word J^ expresses

often our alias ; you say ul^ ^^JJ»j_^.p ^b c^LA33oli.^Khanzaman, alias
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'All Quli Klian. Native Persian scholars in reading these words, draw-

the word j*L) to the preceding name, without the cu^l^l
; as, Khan-

zamannani 'aliqulikhan. But if the title be a word which cannot take

the form of the ma5dar, kliitdh is constructed as muklidtah ; e. g.,

iJj^\,^.j^ wlks"? ,^ JlA^j instead of ^J^JO^i\J>^^ which would

be impossible. Thus also with the word o^^ ;
you say, Arzii

takhallu9, Sirajuddin Khan, e;Lk^ J<>^l ^ly-» C>a^ jjjf . We should

invert the order, according to our idiom, and say, Sirdjuddtn Khan,

poetically styled Arzu ; or, in the above example, ^Ali Quli Khan,

alias Khan zamdn. But when the Persians put the takhallug after the

real name, they use the ^^\ ; as ^U^^^ 'Uniar i Khayyam, ^Umar,

poetically styled Khatjydm.

The author of the fifty-eighth dictionary, Shamsuddin, poetically

styled Fahliri, belongs to lyfahan.

After the sixtieth dictionary add

^^jSaJ\ (^^^^\ jy^^iXjo ,JJJtj$ Ad., FJ., Sur. This is Firdausi's

ustdd. The author of the second dictionary is the nephew of this

Man9ur. It is remarkable that FJ. quotes this ancient dictionary as

his authority for the forms ^.J^j\ and ^' , with a «-j .

Page 9.

Line 5 from below, read printed, for lithographed. This edition of

the Kashf, when obtainable, sells from fifteen to twenty rupees.

Page 11.

Line 5 ; in the second mi9ra', read <:— «5>J hvde, for ^y, had.

Page 12.

The author of the Faihang i Jahangir, Mir Jamahiddin Husain,

played a more important part during the reign of Jahangir. Accord-

ing to the Akbarnamah of Abul Faszl, he entered Akbar's service

during the twenty-fifth year of his reign, or about 168L When Abul-

Faszl wrote the Ain, the Mir was a Hazari, or commander of one

thousand, not a nuhgadi, as the reading of the first note on p. 226 of

my Ain appears to be more correct than the reading of the text.

The excellent work, entitled l/o^iyU mahir idumard* contains

the following biographical notice

—

* Vido Moiley's Catalogue, p. 104'. Tlio MS. No. 77 of our Society, to juc]<,'o

from tlio corrections, looks like au autograph. Besides it is almost free from

uiistakcs. It coutaiua 571 leaves. The other MS. of our library, No. 131, ia

much iuferior.
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KD^ "^JI V*^^ '^^ j^j^^ Cl*l^t*« cy'^i^l y ^rl^^"*' ^^'t i^A^^ J^^ r-i^

^^«^ sU^A/o #^-«^A* ^^iJt-^:^ c5^^-t^-t^-iA(^jt ijJf (^-«:i^ j^J' «^^-'' Z*^^

• A-Slj j^jJjl (^yi^ ^*«U^Jr J<U ^yUj j^ ^^l^.;| ^,<i.^ (j^ji^j^ aJL/( *i.-*|

^^i^A<x«»j (^aS"! ^^Uj^^Lf 13 ciij^f * '^'"t^ (cSy[}^ ^^^ti (*^^^ J^** ^^ J

Jf .>^J l'^^ \^^ ci y c^i?-^ L^^*^ c^^-^j (^t!' ^ *^ ^^if^ii * "^^^J ?/^^ «^y^j

# Ovii ^J^\J ^^si^jxj J iSdj^(^^y j\ • .i?-^ cir^A/o ^^IkU JJ.J ^l*A/o

L^ij (^x Aj as" o^Ai aA2>.L» j(j^ j^bj ^jl^^oc^i^i. j^waar' ^3^ jjv>^ jt e>U^>o

^^t^J| JUaiw^AXJ
Jj^j^

OJI <BXjj^ j\^ ^j.Jj^ 0,j| j^U-«.Jt Ai" Ij.x5( A^A ^^yj ^^xij

&\i..lj ^^ "^-b^-i^ #AAi^f Us Jl (_5'jlj-j-s:^:! u>a^/o Jl^iJ sii>/of o^ac-'l^^j As^^s'.

iji,^ A/oi»^w2.r«w ws:-^ A> ^wS" ^jr;-£^ AJ(^b«L /^^^l o^^ # vr-^i A^bo*^^

«3.jb ^ ^b j'jD"^ *^ '^y^ ^^-i f*^-* Y-*! U-^J^i
wN.'li '^J^-<J« » j^-ioCkx) jj^a^

c>x>^xs^ ^ijljl ^j «^_j.^i l^^^ ^A^J }<^^ L^Lr'^l ^tir^ e;^j'
J(bi^b «» ^^vU^

*-^^3ci>ytj *J^'«»>> c^^i^J }J-i?-*J C5j'iy^.l^:l^-=F'^J'^ '^J^ *^ t^'f^^^^F^^^
^U^j-«^ ^ ii.\^j^j^i ^l^j^ilUj ^ «iJl-i.J Gj.^ ^S^-^-i^ ^^^ /I'i^l t;' lA>,o jUf j^

* Tho following woi'ds aro verbally taken from the Iqbalnamah, od.

Bibl. Ind., p. 87.
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^>i)^ ^ (S^^P\=^ ^xA^i^s^ »c^-^I^ t^^J^ljT c3:^A[Ji ci,^l^5o^AX)

(^5"^ j^A*jjj.j U^J^i\ (j-Jj^l^i^ ^Jll/^-.j * ^^JJ^^^ ^jt^^^iX^^
vLr^'

" Mir Jamaluddin Anju, of Anju, belongs to the Sayyids of Sliiraz,

who trace their descent to Qasim arrasi ibn i Hasan ibn i Ibrahim i

Tabatiba i Husaini. Mir Shah Mahmud and Mir Shah Abu Tuiab,

two later members of this renowned family, were appointed during the

reign of Shah Tahmasp i ^^^f'^^wi, at the request of the Chief Justice of

Persia, Mir Shamsuddin \ Asadullah of Shuster, the first as Shaikh-

ulislam of Persia, and the second as Qazi-lquzat. Mir Jamaluddin is

one of their cousins. He went to the Dekhan, the Kings of which

had frequently intermamed with the Anjiis.'*' Afterwards he entered

Akbar's service, and, in the thirtieth year, was appointed a commander

of six hundred. In the fortieth year of Akbar's reign, he was promoted

to the rank of a Hazari. It is said that in the end of Akbar's reign he

was a commander of three thousand.f When in the forty-fifth year of

the emperor's reign, the fort of Asir had been conquered, 'Adil Shah, king

of Bijapiir, wished to enter into a matrimonial alliance with Akbar,

and offered his daughter to Prince Danyal. To settle matters, Akbar

despatched the Mir to the Dekhan, who, in A. H. 1013, after making,

near Pattan, the necessary preparations for the marriage feast, handed

over the bride to Prince Danyal. After this he repaired to Agra,:{: in

order to lay the tribute and the presents before the emperor, the best

of all which up to that time luid come from the Dekhan."

" As the Mir had always been a particular friend of Prince Salim

(Jahangir), he was promoted after the prince's accession to the post

of a Chaliar Hazari, and obtained the privilege of the naqqarah and

the flag.§ When Prince Khusrau (Salim's son) rebelled, the Mir re-

ceived the order, to effect an understanding by offering Khusrau

* So also Firishtah.

t If this is correct, it must have been after Abttlfazl's death.

j Accompanied by the historian Firishtah.

§ To sound the naqqarah, and to have a flag carried before oneself, was a

distinction only given to great amirs. THn uurauL--. chatr. saibau and kaukabah

arc reserved to kings. YiUo AA. p. 45.
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the kingdom, which Mirza Muhammad Hakim (Akhar's biother who

had lield Kabul) had governed. The Prince unfortunately did not

agree. When he was subsequently made prisoner, and brought before

the emperor, Hasan Beg of Badakhshan, Khusrau's principal agent,

impudently said to Jahangir, that it was not he alone who had favoured

Khusrau, but that all the amirs present were implicated ; Mfr Jamal-

uddin, the emperor's ambassador, had only the day before asked him

(Hasan Beg), to promise him an appointment as Panjhazari. The

Mir got pale and confused, when the Khan i A'zam* fearlessly advised

the emperor, not to listen to such absurdities ; Hasan Beg knew very

well, that he would have to suffer death, and tried therefore to involve

others ; he himself (the Khan i A'zam) was the chief conspirator, and

ready as such to undergo any punishment."

*' This satisfied the emperor ; he consoled the Mir, and appointed

him afterwards Governor of Baliar. In the eleventh year of Jahangir's

reign (A. D. 1616), he received the title of 'Aszaduddaulah.f On

this occasion the Mir presented to the emperor a dagger, inlaid with

precious stones, the making of which he had himself superintended,

whilst at Bijapvir. At the top of the handle he had a yellow^ yaqiit

fixed, perfectly pure, of the shape of half an ogg^ and had it surrounded

by yaqiits, as approved of by Europeans, and old and clear emeralds, so

as to make it more conspicuous. The value was estimated at fifty

thousand rupees,"

*' After this he lived for some time at Baraitch, where he held lands

granted to him by the emperor. He repaired once more to the capital,

where he died of a natural death."

" The Mir was a man distinguished for his talents. The Dictionary,

entitled Farhang i Jahdngiriy which is everywhere highly valued, and

referred to as the best authority, w^as compiled by him. The author

has indeed shewn a most admirable carefulness in his critical investiga-

tions, and the correctness of the vowels."

" Of his two sons, the elder, Mir Aminuddfn had been with his father

in the Dekhan, and was married to a daughter of 'Abduriahim, Akbar's

Commander-in-Chief; he w^as promoted to a higher post, when, at an

early age, he died ;
the younger, Mir Husamuddin Murtasza Khan,

has been mentioned before."

* Vide AA. p. 223, No. 21.

f Vide Tooznk i Jahangiri, ed. by Sayyid Ahmad, Allygurh, 1864, p. 175.
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The TuzuJci Jalu'mgiri giYes the following additional particular :
—

*

j^A^ J ^I Ji> J ^'^^ A>i^^^_^A3 ^>clc <XJ|^a. j( O.AJ *iJjJ j|>^ jl-f^ j(U_^A SS

?^ ^«^J Jls-^l •'^{/'Oj JJ^^-^-J ^i^J)^ CUaUi <iJib jj^^j ^( *^^x la.^^

" Mir 'Aszaduddaulah having now (A. D. 1621) become very old, and

bent from old age, he is no longer fit for employment in the household,

the army, or the administration of a jagjr. I excuse him therefore of

all further trouble, and give hereby the order, to pay him out of my
treasury the monthly sum of four thousand rupees cash, payable at

Agra, Lahore, or any other place, where he likes to reside, so that ho

may be happy and comfortable, always praying for the welfare of my
kingdom."

The highest rank which the Mir attained, was a brevet Panj-hazari

( c>|i tfJjD^jsr^), with an actual command (and salary) of a Sihhazur

I3an5adi.t

Towards the end of his life, he seems to have revised his dictionary.

As late as 1628, he presented a copy of it at the eighteenth

anniversary of Jahangfr's accession. The writer of the latter part of

the Tuzuk says :

—

jl ]j ol-—*' t-*^ J *J^-=^^**
Ci'-lr-v V->"^ i 'gii^^^JLS jlw <.z^iss^ (3^ '

The word^^-^l I have heard generally pronounced Anju. I think

Inju is the correct pronunciation, as _^s^( appears to be the same as

^^•^1 and _y^-\ , a word thoroughly investigated by Quatremore,

Histoire des Mongols, p. 130. From a remark in the Waccaf, it

appears that a part of Shiraz was called_^«^ I inju. This seems to be

the meaning of the word ^.y^\ iovjuyah, in the first line of the extract

from the Maasir ulumara.

* Sayyid Ahniad's edition, p. 327, med. Major Price's translation of the

Tuzuk i Jahangiri mentions Mir Janialuddin on several places ; but the
imperfect MS. used by him, renders his translation useless. Major Trice's

MS., to judge from the translation, resembles the bad MS. of our Society,

No. 1339
(^^[^ ol*J*lj ).

t Sayyid Ahmad's T. i. J., p. 156, 1. 3.

+ Sayyid Ahmad's T. i. J., p. 359, 1. 7.
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As it is then settled that Mir Jamdluddin is a Shirazi,* we can

understand, why he has given so many words belonging to the dialect

of Shiraz, a few of which may be found in the B. and VuUers.

Page 22.

Line 21. For Uj read ^^Uj
; and 1. 2 from below, read ^AM ul

GliafuT^ for ^Abdul Ghafdr.

Page 24.

Line 7 from below, read abai,ybr abai.

According to Tadzkirah by Sarkhush (last chapter), 'Abdurrashid

discovered that the following verse of the Qoran (Sur. iv. 62)—
^ix^^ll ^Jj\j Jj^^J\ i^jjjsi J dS)\ t^xxjsi

contains the tarikh of Aurangzeb's accession.

To page 27.

Sirajuddin in the preface to the tisj^ *^^ gives a list of some of

the books written by him.

—

3. ij»y '^^^^ ^^

6.(3uk£ v<^' (3^^"* J^ (3"^ V'i' Ait**)

11. J'^J '"^'
Ci'^-'j'i

A-'l-'~* 0;-J^ ^j.i.Xx)

12. ^-ioD^ If^v^"^
J^J^'C j_>-c

c)'^:!*^

13. 8>i^io^-Lr'' vl^j'id-T'^r^^.O^

14. ^-i^^ <-^^ ^-^*^ j'i j^i=^ jy^

* Mirzii Nausha calls him ^<^ijt
.
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15. J '^^^jh ^J^ ^^jjd c^^-^ iSl;i]

16. w-Aiaa*. ^ c^^^^{)^ *>jLa5

To this long list, we have to add the works mentioned on pp. 25 to

27 ; the ^j/Jla^i^^sr^ majma' imnafdis, a tadzklrah of Persian poets,

alphabetically arranged according to the takhalhic ;* and the Js^AJi^^t^S

nawddir i alfdz^ a dictionary of those Hindi words whose equivalents

are rarely met with in Arabic and Persian.

Page 30.

Line 21, read fifteen years' labour, ybr fifteen years, labour.

Page 32.

Line 4. Read 17, for 27.

Page 39.

Line 15. I do not know, whether Jannatdstdni, or Jamiatusliyuni^

or both, be correct. In some historical books both terms are used^^'^'O-

7niscue, in many dshydni, in others dstdni. In the MS. of the Maasir-

ulnmara, mentioned in the note of p. 65, dsliyani\\fX9, every where been

carefully corrected to dstdni. Even in Akbar's laqab, I have found

dstdni, for dshydni. There is no doubt that dshydni conveys a better

meaning, than dstdni. Line 5 from below, read of Akhar's mother, for

of one of Akhar's wives.

Line 3 from below, read teacher, for jpupil. The pious are attracted

by G-od.

Page 37.

To the Indian pronunciations mentioned in i., add

—

i:H<^\(^}^

ghazi uddi'n, for ghdziddin ; u^^jt»^^ Diddrhakhsh, for (_^^j|o>^

Dddarhaklish ; ^^^, haghichah, for ^^^^, hdgchah. The Indian pro-

nunciation olsr^**', for oLs***, is said to be Chagatai.

* The MS. of our Society, No. 129, goes only to the letter -. he; nor do T

know, whether Arzu completed the work. I may mention that this MS.,
to judge from a marginal remark which the binder has half cut away, is

written by Sayyid Ghulam 'All of Belgram, Arzu's nephew. He was himself a
poet, and ^rzu has mentioned him under his takhallug A'zdd.

From this book, it also appears that the S'ltrma/i i Sulaimdni, the twenty-

fourth dictionary of p. 5, was compiled by the poet f^^^^\ ^j^ Taqi Auhadi

of I^fahdn, the well-known author of a Tadzkirah. Ho came to India during
the reign of Jahangir (1G05 to 1627), and must not bo confonnded with tho

poet Taqi., of Shustar, one of Akbar's nobles j vide A. A. p. 230, No. 353, TJio

concluding chapter of tho Mir-dt ul 'A'lam gives a few of their verses.
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Page 44.

Lino 2, YQiSiAfoUoios^ for ollows.

Liue 11, read o^Hj^ htmnish, for lA*^ ywrinish..

Page 45.

Line 20, read 3^f rt&ra/i, for ^.

Page 50.

Line 19, remove the asterisk after the word holi.

Page 53.

Line 5, read {^jy^ sozish, for (^jj^ sorish.

In conclusion I may mention that this paper is an extract of

a larger work written by me, entitled " Contributions to Persian

Lexicography." About six years ago, Major Lees asked me to compile

a Persian Dictionary. A part of it has been completed. But as the

costs of the undertaking appeared too great, in proportion to the assis-

tance which the Government of India then granted, the work was not

proceeded with, though a specimen sheet had been issued.

Since then I have been comparing the Persian Dictionaries written

by natives, and correcting various lexicographical MSS. in my posses-

sion. I trust in a short time to have sufHcient leisure, to see the whole

of my " Contributions" through the press, thougli I should prefer the

compilation of a Persian Dictionary itself, if the Government or a

learned Society were inclined to defray the printing charges.

H. B\
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